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EDI TORIALS-PAGE F OUR
"The Seasonal Serenade"
" G overnmen t Training"
"Our Chr istmas Pageant"
"Is This Flaming Yout h?"

Ueacbers <t.oliege 1Rews
Columbia Medalist
Wim1er, 1935

" TELL THE TRUTH AND

DO~T

BE AFRAID" ·

CHARLESTON, ILLINOI S , TUESDAY, D ECEMBER 17, 1935

VOL. XXI .

EVENTS- OF- THE-WEEK
All School Pageant, Wednesday, 8 P . M.; Varsity Formal,
Thursday, 8:30 P. M.; Christmas Vacation, December 20J anuary 6.

/ CPA First Place
1931-32-33·34-35

SEC. 1-NO . 12

CHRISTMAS CANTATA TO' BE PRESENTED WEDNESDAY
'Light Eternal' Is Nante Given
To Initial All- School Pageant

Special Staff
Saves Edition
Judges Declare Literary Contest
Entries Unworthy of Prize or
Recognition; Special Contributors Are Drafted.

"Few Are Printable"

At a meeting of the Normal School
Board in Chicago last Monday, permission was granted for faculties of the
five state teachers colleges to restore
the biennial joint faculty meeting, discontinued a number of years ago.
These meetings bring faculties of the
state teachers colleges together in
Springfield on Friday afternoon, Friday
evening, and Saturday forenoon for
conferences that have to do with teacher training in general, and with problems specificially connected with
nois teachers colleges.
The Friday afternoon sess:on is usually given over to a general program
having to do with problems affecting
all five state institutions, and given by
staff men. The Friday evening program is usually a formal dinner, after
which there is a speaker of national re·pute in teacher training.
The Saturday forenoon meet is of
sectional nature, held by combined departments of the five institutions.
Time of meeting and committees
from the various colleges charged with
arranging the first program will be
named soon.

I

Illi- ,

Legislative Features
Discussed at Forum

A discussion on present-day state
legislative problems, led by Cloyd Paskins, was he:d by the Forum Friday
night. Topics discussed were: the need
for legislative reapportionmen t; minority rep,resentation; possrble reform
along the lines of proportional repre- - -EISTC- - sentation or single member districts;
the unicameral legislature; advisability
ENGRAVER CONFERS
of holding state legislative elections in
Owen Marsh, representative of the off-presidential years; the advisability
Pontiac Engraving Company, .eon- of increasing salaries a nd len gth of
ferred with Warbler heads S~tturday terms of legis1 ators.
morning, and took the first of the
At the n ext Forum meeting, to be
Warbler pictures to the engraver in held January 9, the judiciary will be
Chicago.
Idiscussed with a judge in charge.

I

The following group pictures will be
taken this week at the Artcraft Studio on the south side of the square:
Men's Chorus Tuesday a·t 5:00; New
Voter's League Tuesday at 4:30; French
Club Tuesday at 4:00; Warbler and
News groups Wednesday at 4:00; Art
Club Thursday at 2:00. Each group
will have to furnish its own transportation.
ElsTc:- - -

George Henry, 1935 graduate, is acting as substitute mathemati'CS instructor at Arcola. high school this week.

<Continued on Page 8)
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Kappa Mu Epsilon
Initiates Members

Tuesday, December 17, 1935

Facultg Members Divulge Plans for Holidags Phi Sigma
Cole~an

I

By Donald Cavins
.
Seymour and Char'es_
to do?
Want to find your ravorite faculty Yes, M;r. Seymour 1s gomg rabb1t
Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary mathe- member during the holiday vacation? hunting·. As for Mr. Coleman, . I'm
matics fraternity, held formal initiation Well, all we can do is say "luck to j afraid you missed your guess. He isn't
services for its fall pledges Saturday you"-and supply a t:p or two. our making another attempt to break his
evening in the drawing room of the suggestion is that you do your apple- record driv~ng time between WashingPractical Arts building. Seven students polishing before vacaion starts. It ton and Charleston. Instead, can you
might save you a lot of trouble and imagine Mr. Coleman hunting with Mr.
and four faculty members were initiattime.
Seymour? H e tells us that "he is goed. Student inittates were: Merle AlFor example. Miss Elizabeth Michael ing to ~hoot, all t~e rabbits ~- s_eylard, Mary Rosalie Bear, Ralph Mcis lighting out for Chicaao (as usual) mour misses. Isn t that boastmg JUSt
Intosh, Marvin Wyatt, Dean Gray,
Gene Lederer and E'sther Marian about as soon as her last class is dis- 1 a liWe, Mr. Coleman?
Schubert. Faculty members taken ir, missed. That is her home, and she te:ls PLANS TRIP TO lOW A
Walter Cook is plann~ng to spend his
were: Misses Gertrude Hendrix and us she :s going_to attend all the shows
and
plays
she
can
possibly
find
time
time
up to Christmas day with Mrs.
Edith P. Levake, and Messrs. Harry L.
for.
Cock's
parents in
Cambride,
IP.
Metter and Lloyd R. Wylie.
TO REMAIN AT HOME
Chrlstmas day is to be spent with hi:s
A banquet was held following the
Miss Louise Stflions you might be ' folks in Burlington, Ia. At le~t a part
initiation services at the home of Mrs.
able to find at her home here in Char- of the rest of that week he Is to atNoble Rains on Third street. Clara
lestcn. Make it early in the vacation, tend the Illinois Teachers association
Balmer, toastmistress, introduced the
following after-dinner speakers: Wilma though, for she is planning a vlsit in meeting in Springfield as a delegate
from Coles county.
Nuttall, Mary Rosalie Bear, E . H . Tay- Danville soon after Christmas.
Wayne
(Mr.
Hughes
to
you)
is
takMiss An-abel Johnson informed me
lor, Miss Edith Levake, Dona~d A.
ing
M1's.
Hughes
to
her
home
near
that
she has- no intentions of staying
Rothschild, Dean Gray, Lloyd Wylie
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.,
for
most
of
the
at
home
i:f weather conditions permit
and Lee Dulgar. Mr. Taylor was the
holidays.
That
isn't
far
enough
away
anything
else. Mrs. Guinagh says she
main speaker of the evening. His
from
home
for
him
though,
so
he
plans
hopes
to
go
to her home i~ Pittsburg,
topic wa~ "Looking Ahead for Matheto
go
on
to
Toledo,
Ohio,
for
a
small
Pa.,
but
Kevin
is half-way thinking of
matics."
portion of his vacation, visiting with his a Florida trip. We'll see who won after
---EISTC--the holidays.
folks there.
Donald Alter (you know-Mrs. Alter's F. L. Andrews is newspaper-shy, you
husband) is spending Chrlstmas day at know, so we couldnt' get much response
home, and then expects to go to Cerro from him. (Maybe he knows reporters
Opening the season of Christmas- Gordo for the remaining days, visiting too well). We did gather, however,
time events, girls of Pemberton Hall with relatives and friends.
from. one of t~e three D ecaturites,
were hostesses to an informal dinner
Had the finest visit with Miss Ruby ·(don t k~ow which one) ' that the AnSaturday night.
Harris when we went in to see her last drews Wlll probably stay pretty close to
A blue and white color motif was week. We looked at some old school home thmayDbe nott even any farther
carried out in the table decorations pictures she had and-oh; yes; we're away an eca ur.
with blue and silver Christmas tree for supposed to tell you where she wi:ll be TO BE SPRINGFIELD GUEST
center-pieces and place cards. Christ- ·dur~ng the holidays. Well, we found
Miss Clara Attebery is plannin~ to atmas carols were sung between courses that out too. She is going to attend the tend the teachers meeting in Springand throughout the meal.
National Council of Geography teach- field as a guest of Miss Sophia Reed,
· Miss Beth Kassabaum, Miss Ruth ers, meeting in St. Louis on December assistant superintendent of home econDunn, Evelyn Barger, and Margaret 26, 27, and 28.
omics; and·. of Miss Dickerson who is
·
NEED HELP
Brandon were special guests.
· , STUDENTS?
superintendent of home economics of
.
You ind ust nal arts students could the Springfield public schools. ReThe dinner was served by Wilba
Cribbet, Eliza Dean, Georgianna Fraz- find Lawrence F . Ashley at home, un- mainder of her vacationing time will
ier, Mary Evans, Margaret Piper, Vir- ~ess the weather man makes it so invit- be spent at her home in Hillsboro, and
ginia staff, and Eleanor Jane Hall.
mg for him that he takes to the high- in St. Louis.
Members of the committee who ar- 1way and drives to Ohi'o for a visit or
We wer~ . i~ ~opes Miss ~anks?n
ranged the dinner were Helen c arver two.
planned VIs1tmg m New York Wlth Miss
chairman; Elizabeth Schertiger, Mar; . A. ~- arowe _is visi~ing hi's daughter Margaret King so we could supply
otto, Jane Hall, Jane Smith, and Babe m Chwa~o until Chnstmas; then he I something a little special in the way of
stevens.
plans gm~g on to F'o rt Wa~ne, Ind., for information. She i'sn't goi.p.g, but Miss
- - E osTc
the remamder of the vacatiOn.
King is cqming to Illinois to visit her
We don't need to tell you where Paul 1 many friends here. Miss Bankson is
ISS
w. Sloan is going to be 95 per cent of golng to spend some time with Miss
the time, do we? During the other 5 King at the latter 's home in Newman,
per cent, young Robert Lewis has and the remainder of the ti:me at her
Miss Mary J . Booth entertained a agreed to s~ar~ him that he m~y ~t- hom~ in Bethany. . .
group of friends with a
six-thirty 1 ~end t_he ~l;mors Teachers assoCiatiOn
Qumcy Guy Burns (If he can find a
o'clock dinner Thursday evening at 1 m Sprmgfie d .
Mrs. Delia H acketts. Later Miss Booth AOCOMMODATING FRIENDS
and her gu ests attended the faculty
Fri~derich Koch informs us_th~t. . he
play. Besides the hostess those pres- · doesn t have to go away for his visitmg
TRIPLE DIP
C
ent were: Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, this Christmas. His friends are coming
Ice Crea.m Cones ....................... .
Dr. and Mrs. w. E . Sunderman, Mr. right to his home. He is expecting his
and Mrs. F. L. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. nie ce, Miss Alma Diemer , from Monte
Harry R. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Claire, N. J., and his daughter, Ksa
W . Cook and Miss Anabel Johnson.
Diemer of Texas.
- - -EosT
Now what would you expect Glenn
723 Seventh St.
MR . R. G. BUZZARD

suitable trunk rack for his auto tore-

Girls of Hall Give
Christmas Dinner

place the one he threw against a tree
last summer on a hot day) plans to
motor to Cincinnatti to attend a meeting of the Modern Language Association of America.
Just as you would suspect, W. c.
Eastman i:s leading a cross Country Life
this vacation. He is heading for
Okmulgee, Okla., to the home of Mrs.
Eastman's mother.
Miss Nathile McKay and Miss Mary
Thompson are traveling extensively,
but in quite different di:rectlons. Miss
McKay is going to New York for the
full two weeks for a visit -with friends
in that city, and Miss Thompson is going to her home in Fargo, N. D. She
wi 1 also spend some time in Grand
Forks.
HOME SATISFIES SEVERAL
H. E. Phipps was busy at school, so we
didn't get to ask, but Mrs. Phipps'
words were "We'll be among those present here at home in Charleston." If
you get somewhat lonesome, with so
many faculty members gone, MT. and
Mrs. Phipps, just reconsider; for you
are not alone by any means. At least,
Harold Cavins will surely be home
playing with Jane and entertaining
re:atives and friends. Jane tells us she
is expecting her cousin from Milwaukee,
and also one from Chicago.
Yes, Mlss Eberly is driving to
Nebraska again. Mr. Gregg is counting
upon plenty to eat and a good ti:me at
the home of Mrs. Gregg in West Frankfort, Ill. ; some of their time will a lso
be spent in Eldorado.

t'urli-Q
ICE CREAM
IN CAKE

A~

MEADOW GOLD
DAIRY

(Continued on Page 7)
---EISTC---

PHONE 7

Two barbers and two beauty operators at Shortys. Phone 165.

Your Evening
Gown •..
must be correct
in every fashion
Our styles stand for exquisite taste
. . . outstanding beauty . . . fin2
workmanship.

5

MARGARET'S

Boley's Ice Cream
Factory

IVE

'l'EA Til R 'DAY

DRESS SHOP
One B!ock North of Campus on 4th St.

'GREETINGS
for the
HOLIDAYS

,r·-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-..-··-···-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-- .
+·

Tablets and Envelopes, Box Paper,
Pound Paper

*
!ART CRAFT

W. E. HILL & SON I
SOUTHWEST CORNER

STUDIO·

Phones:

II

hristmas-the gift time of the year to show your true friendship.
Make this a Happy Chri tmas-give Jewelry, the Gift that Lasts.

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones:

~~u~~a~~.. ~~~~~-~ --~-~...~.~- ..~~~....................................................... $}.9 5
King Bros. Book & Stationery Store
(THE SHOP OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS)

· - · · -. .- · · - · • -""•- • . r - · · - · · - · · - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1

DR. B. C. TREXLER

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

a:

Office Hours 9
m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160

II

II

11-11

N

-

-

II

II

DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9 :00 to 12 : '0 a. m . and
2:00 to 6:00p. m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m.
604lh Sixth St.
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770

-··-··-··-··-··-------·----··--1-n-•+
DR. N. C , IKNAYAN
Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380

Phones : Office, 387; Res. 1037

501 Jackson St.

-_,,_··-··--·--·-------------·------·+
Phone: Office and Res. 242
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

511% Jackson Street

Office Hours: 9 a.. m. to 9 p.m.
Phone 440

+• •

. -•~-••-••-••-••_.._.,_.,_.,_.,_,,_,.,_,+

DENTIST

----=----··--·-··----·-~·--·-··--·-·,.--·

DR. H. A. SHAFFER ·
Corner 6th and V&n Buren
Physician a.nd Surgeon

SHEER SHEEN CHRISTMAS CARDS

Residence, 762

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Alexander Bldg.
North Side Square
Phone 340
Frames Repaired.......Lenses Duplicated

DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
51672 Sixth St.

THE LEADING JEWELER

PECIALLY PRICED-

Office, 476;

•-••-••-••-••-•~~-••-•n-••-••-•~~-••-••-•

-------.._,··--~-··-··-··-··-

DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
to 9:00p. m.
·
604 ~ JACKSON 81.'.
Telephone 132

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY

DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
Hours: 8 to 12- 1 to 5
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Charleston. Ill.

DENTIST

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat·

+• •

J

le-..-lt-t~e-ll-11-ll-11-ll-111~ + · - u - l t - 1 1 1 - l a - l a - 1 1 - t l - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 -• • - +·---··-··-··-·--·--··-·~-··-··-··-~·-+
DR. W. B. TYM
Otnce, 126; Residence, 715
Res. Phone 1148
Office Phone 43

___________________________J'•-----------------------------· +----·..--11-tta-ut-----1·-··-··-··-····
JEWELRY- the One and Only
Ideal GIFT-

---~·-·-·-··-·+

· CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Dl.

Royal Linen
Stationery

PHONE 540

I

Mrs. R. G. Buzzard was hostess at a
second tea Thursday afternoon for the
wives of faculty members. Mrs. s. E.
Thomas and Mrs. Walter W . Cook
poured. Eighteen faculty wives and
one out- of- town guest, Mrs. J am es
Thompson of Huntington, P a ., called
during the afternoon.
See Our New

5c

DELIGHT

Miss Taylor, our new assistant in the

M
ary Booth Is
Hostess at Dinner

I

Formal initiation of fall term pledges
was held by Phi Si:gma Epsilon at the
chapter house, 1014 Seventh street,
Sunday morning. Donald Cavins,
Richard Daily and Frank Cossins were
the three pledges who had completed
requirements for initiation Sunday
morning.
Following the ceremony at the chapter house the group attended services
at the Methodi:st church in a body. At
noon a young roast turkey dinner was
served to the fraternity members at
Wickham's restaurant.
The initiation team, dressed in
formal attire, included Hugh Harwood,
chapter president, G~enn cooper, Arthur Spence, Homer Henrlcks and
Thomas Chamber:in. Burton Clark, an
alumnus of Phi Sigma Epsilon, assisted with the ceremony.

I

I

M•

Epsilon
Banquets Pledges

H

-

DR. 0. E. IDTE
DENTIST

------·--·--·--·--·--·--··-·--·--·--·--· -------·--·--·--··-·-·-~~-··-----+
CHARLES E. GREER, M. S., M. D.

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 Jackson Street

Office Hours 8-12- 1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

. . ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Office Hours : 9:00- 12; 1-5:30; 7- 9
11hursdays--9 :00-12; 7- 9

, . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_, ._..

ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
II

-

•

•

•

•

II

II

II

II

I

·+
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Varsitp Club Formal Slated for Thursdap Night
'Lop ' J arman and Twelve- Piece Band Epsj!?n.Pi Taus Hold [Fraternity Holds Pemberton Entertains
Will Play /or Final Social Event of '35 Initiation on Saturday Christmas Party With Christmas Tea
+------------------------------President Willard Duey Is General Chairman; Hours for Dancing are 8:30 to 12:00 P. M.

About 65 students and faculty mem-

Chapter House is Setting for \ bers were guests of Pemberton Hall
Event; Games, Exchange of girls at a formal tea from 5 to 7 o'clock
Sunday evening.
Gifts Are Highlights.

'Cheek to Cheek'

The parlors were decorated in blue
and silver.
Hostesses for the tea were Betty Jane
Ewing, Gwen Oliver, Mary Elizabeth
Bratton, Gena Bonatt, Ruth Thomas,
Barbara Ann Powell, Naomi Newman,
Margery Poorman, and Jean Ragan.
Alumni guests of the Hall were Evelyn Barger, Margaret Brandon, and
Irma Schlobohm.
---EISTC:-----

Holiday
Special
Permanent
Wave

Christmas and New Yearwith

the

gay

round

of

holiday festivities and social

affairs.

Now's

the

time to get a permanent
that will glorify your hair .
Call for an a.ppointmenl
now and get your perma· Your patronag·e has
made this a Merry
Christma.s for us. May
we extend the same
wish to you.

SANDERS STUDIO

Home Cooked Foods
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soops
Plate Lunches 25c

LITTLE CAMPUS

CAFE

Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker
Frank Voris

Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work

PHONE 295

RAY DENNIS
Phone 648

holiday rush.

MODERN
BEAUTY SHOP

PHONE 1501

815 MONROE

VARSITY FORMAL

LOW PRICES
Guaranteed Work
Miss Elizabeth Michael entertained
with a dinner party Friday evening
honoring Helen Purl of Paris, former
student of Eastern. Those p;resent besides Miss Purl were. Kathryn Walker
Margaret McCarthy, and Josephine
Thomas.

nent this week before the

•

'LOP' JARMAN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

JOHN SHRIVER
617 Lincoln

C"..ive Dick, Mgr.

Teachers College Auditorium

THURSDAY, DEC.. 19
Season Greetings:

•

we wish all our patrons a joyous
season followed by twelve months
of joy in the New Year.

TICKETS $1.25 PER COUPLE

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
"BILL" PANAS. Prop.

.

•
8:30P.M.

12:00 P.M.
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QLnllegt

~tttrs

" Tell the uuth and don't be afraid''

'Here I Come, Beelzebub'- Was Chant
Of Earlg English at Yuletide Revelries
By Aline Claar
Iabout misbehaving. seems that our
We were always taught to be good English ancestors had a very different

'

Voice of the Faculty

It
D ean F. A . Beu Def ends B asketball Referees :
Publish ed each Tuesday of the school year by t he stvSugg ests S tudents L earn R u1es
dents of t he Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at.
before
Christmas;
and
when
that
day
idea
of
Christmas.
They
considered
it
Charleston.
came, we were too happy to think as a time when they would bireak all 1-=======================~1
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at t he
laws and do anything they wished.
"It is again seasonable to remind students in attendEvery household chose a Lord of ance at basketball games that the visiting team, coaches.
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March
I Misrule whose business it was to see and officials are our guests and not our enemies. The
3, 1879.
that no one did anything sensible. officials are selected by the men in charge of athletic.)
~- Printed by t he Courier Publishing Compan y
Christmas lasted twelve days and dur- at our institution and in their
ing that time, he accomp~ished "enough judgment are the best availAlexander Summers 'S6............................................................ Editor
tomfoolery to .ast a lifetime." He col- able on the night of the
Vincent K elly '36................................................Business Manager
lected a band of followers and together game. Refrain from booing
Roy Wilson '36......................................................Publicity Dir ector
By
they "went the rounds." We think when an offiCial makes a deStanley Elam '38....................................................Associate Editor
R oy
"anything goes" today but literally cision you think is not corFred Foreman .............................................................. Art Editor
Wils on
"anything went" while Christmas last- rect. The deCisions made by
Evalyn Schooley '36 .............................................. Society Editor
an official in a game of based.
Franklyn L. Andrews ..............................................................Adviser
Some Past Time, Eh?
ketball are according to his
Member
Set
off
by
President
Roosevelt's
AtTheir
favorite
past
time
was
to
best judgment. Many of the
Member
I
OPA
lanta
and
Chicago
speeches,
and
by
a
mount
hobby
ho
·ses
and
cardboard
people
who make so much
1
OSPA
recent political powwow at Topeka, dragons and ride into the churches. as noise at a basketball game
======================== Kansas, at which William Randolph they entered, they beat drums and disrugreeing with the decisions
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1935
Hearst launched his "Landon for sang foolsh songs. Many people at- 1of the referee do not know
President" move, the presidential cam- tended church on Christmas day just to the rules.
paign
which will end next November see the reve~ers. It made no difference
"I shall point out a few of
It's No Use; This Christmas
is now well under way. Ballyhoo will if the minister was in the midst of a the important changes in the
Dean F. A. Beu
Spirit Does the Trick
be the order of the day from now to sermon; and it was more fun if he was rules for this year:
(1) No
player of the offensive team can remain within the free
A· the legendary r eindeers paw the snow- the finish. An idea of how raucous praying.
the
scene
~ay
be
is
gleaned
from
a
Strangely
enough
these
Lords
of
throw lanes longer than three seconds without committing
crusted earth in preparation for their annual dash
summary
giVen
by
Samuel
G.
Blythe
Misrule
were
not
rebuked
but
were
a
violation. In case of a violation, the ball goes to the
over rooftops of the world; while papas long since
l~st
fortnight_ in the Saturday Eve- given clerical preferment ~t court as opponents out of bounds underneath the basket. (2) After
di illu ioned cram their over-fed frames into illmng Post. Said he:
Abbots of Unreason.
a successful free throw as a result of a personal foul, the
fitting Santa Claus raiment; while charitable organM a n y R a m ificationsThey were accustomed to compose ball b0.longs to the opponents out of bounds on t he end
ization launch ch·ive for benefit funds; while gay "These issues range in variety from j foolish jingles to recite before the of the court. A foul may be called upon a player of t.he
celebrators of every holiday stock themselves with the defense of the constitution to the churches. One such verse went like team making the free throw if he interferes with the
1
"juice from the Purple Jug;" while Millie , the ten- killing of little pigs. The basis of them · this:
player trying to obtain the ball to throw it in from out of
cent store hand, turns goidsmith to spin golden all is the attack on the New Deal in
"Here come I, Beelzebub,
bounds. Here aga'in the decision depends upon the judg·
Under my arm I carry a club,
ment of the referee. (3) More leeway is allowed a dribbler
dreams; 'vhile nebulous college students prepare .Eor all its phases by the Republicans, and
Under my chin I carry a pan
this year. Air dribbling is not counted as part of the
the homeward dash to fre h upplies of material the rally to the support and exaltation
of
the
New
Deal
by
the
Roosevelt
Don't
I
look
like
a
nice
young
man?"
dribble
unless done intentionally to advance the ball.
and immaterial things; while the piou of the world
Democrats.
The
ramifications
of
the
Now
Localize
This
Scene
pau e to reflect with quiet fervor upon the signift(Continued on Page Seven)
subject are innumerable. The impliImagine such an observance at
cance of the Sea ·on; while those who can't ordications are either un-American, de- Eastern! We could appoint "nuts arnarily eat out of the hands of the Maker vi'ithnut structive, chaos-producing, as pro- rant" Cooper and Spence the Lords of
biting the palm turn suddenly to warm-hearted nounced by the Republicans, or patri- Misrule. Picture them dashing into
lisLening- till will we pause in the face of uch otic, salvationary, and regenerative, as classrooms, staging their dance manand
elf-centered occupation, to say, as if with powerg set forth by the Democrats. The bulk euvers. What would the chapel period
The BIG and little in Review
By The Editor
of the Omnipotent, "Merry Christmas and a Happy of the books, pamphlets, articles, do in such an emergency? Our Abbots
speeches, publicity effusions, graphs, of Unreason could be recruited from t.ae
New Y.e ar."
statistical presentations, analysis of faculty, mayhaps without undue alterfigures, guesses by economists, partis- ati'on of present qualifications. MayFor readers seeking tripe, we recommend a little 20·
Hurry, Doctor: Your Internes
an support and partisan denunciation haps. Some time when everyboay page nightmare called "The Amer'ican Spectator." It can
Are Getting Impatient
that cover the economic, financial, po- agrees with Prof. Colseybur that there be found on the newspaper rack in the north library, woeAbout this time last year the News and manJ- litical, sociological, business, socialis- 1 is a rare chance that there isn't any fully out of place in its respectable company.
We like to think of the day not long since when "The;
other college papers in the country were d evoting tic, waste, vast expenditures, ideali-stic, 1Santa Claus, as such, then we can
and
present
governmental
practice
of
stage
a
parody
on
Christmas.
Specta.
to.1•• was something. It was edited then by Nathan,
encomiums to a new plan of the National Instituthe New Deal is stupendous."
·
Andersori, Cabell, and a f.ew other genuine observers of
tion of Public Affairs. It was this body' ambitlo11 Test of Cunning the American Scene. It was one of the first journals we
to round up the most promi ing young m en a.ud
sought when time permitted reading. But Mencken and
wom ·u enrolled in the colleges and submit them to
It will be a remarkable display of
0
0X
the rest got tired of their tal·e nted little child when it
started making money-lots of it. Too many people liked
a thorough training cour e in government manage- cunning and strategy we shall see dis* * * •
"The Spectator" and didn't mind spending a dime a copv
ment at vVa hington. They would ob erve every played by party chieftains on both
sides of the fence during the next 12
Invites students and facu!ty
for its worthwhile content. This bored the sophisticated
pha e of government management in action, serve
editors. They didn't want the journal to succeed. It
months. Public opinion is due for a
members to voice their opm10ns
a ''interne '' to leaders, and live vicariously the tremendous battering and pommeling.
on topics cqncerned with college
showed that people liked what they sa'id. Spare the
life of a politician. It was a noble plan, everybody
As examp:es of what powerful and
life. Please limit letters to 150
thought!
agreed.
swift effects propaganda and baEyhoo
words, sign communications.
so "The Spectator" died for a short period. A new
.Uu nobody heard anything more about the can have on the electorate, the elecgroup took it over. The thing was pretty good, too, what
I1 with Louis Paul writing every month. Unfortunately,
pupils-of-government plan-until the other day. tions of 1920 and 1932 a)l'e outstanding.
Plea for Intramurals
this journal didn't exist long; it didn't make enoug·h
E inally, one of the Washington dailies came for- Public opinion turned a somersault in
both
instances,
the
Democrats
hitting
Dear
Soap
-Box:
.
money. Now a new group is in control-and going wild
ward to report, in glowing terms, progress of tho
the chute in 1920 and the unhappy Mr.
Is Eastern to be mo_nopollzed by a at the throttle. If you are intolerant, if you are narrow,
cheme. Verily, the plan has not gotten under wa3
Hoover and colleagues drawing exlt select group of athletic men? Where 'if you lack disccrimination, if you hate Hitler, if you like
yet-but it will be a reality "in the n ear futm·e." slips in ~932. The party in power in are t he old teams made up of the fel- the most hollow book reviews on record-by all means
Round-table discussions will be arranged, l ed by each case was given the boot after rid- lows who want to play for the sake of read "The Spectator." Personally, we'd prefer the nearest
political and administrative officials.
ing the crest of a great popularity the game? Heretofore Eastern has had trash h eap.
wave. What 1936 has in store-well a dozen or so intramural teams. More
Eastern Observes Christmas
your guess, anybody's guess, is as good men can play than the few who are TRAINED UNDER THE NEWS : : :
1
C
t
t
as ours.
good enough to make the squad. This
Banner during her high school days at TC, Aline
"th
S
•
W1
pecia an a a
£1STC
is a plea t hat the athletic heads again Claar joined the college staff with an adequate underIn the old country schoo1l one of the big events "Elephant's Cht.ld"
organize a tournament. This should standing of newspaper reporting. Readers tasted a sample
of the year wa · the Chri tmas party. In high scb.onl
begin as soon as school takes up in of her work in the article of
Goes Xmas Shopping January. Let each club, rooming hous~, which she was co-author wit.a
a program or party is usually given prior to the
holida)'~.
and gang of fellows show off their Kat hryn Wall{,er in last week's
Ea tern now ·comes f.orward to commemorate If you were t o give a Christmas gift spirit <to say nothing of their basket- ! issue. She will be identified
'hrisLma \Vith a special cantata. Between 250 and to some student or faculty member, ball skill). Why can't some of the with our news and feature sta1X
300
d
f
what and to whom would it be?
NYA students manage it? Let the in the f uture. . . . Ruth Clapp,
tu ents and aculty members are taking ym·t
majority of the students also use the 1 sister of the great "College Daze
.
m the progeam sch eduled for W edn esday m ght.
Gladys Watkins, '37- To Mr. Shiley 1 Cracker-Box Gym as well as the min- Elmer" (Leallyn) is an active
Thj . i · a nov~l event in Ea t~r:r: 's observance o£ 1some nerve tonic to quiet his nerves Iority of the squad men.
memb~r of Sigma' Delta and ochn tma ·.
·ually the 'J.1rammg school pup1l~ after the ordeal of the faculty play.
-casionally writes for th e paper .
ha e sun()' carols from the main hall during chapel.
Donald C~vins, '37- To ~y,brother a
Anothe~ PubHc Enemy
Her. present field is. news reI£ the canLata proves a ucces it may become a [perfect Hygiene test paper, and to all Dear Soap Box.
portmg, but your editors have
tradition as are llomecomin Dad, Da
Al m . the active Phi Sigs about 10 swats
One_of the most despicable menaces h_er slated for feature work some
d
.
t
g,
y,
u m each. You know- I've always been a to society and the one who makes my time soon . . . . Helen Phillips
D .
ay' an
ommencemen ·
1 generous soul.
viscera rise up in supressed wrath / will care for Pemberton Hall
y
th?
I . Gertrude Foltz, '38- To Miss Litch- most often is the fellow who sits by news this term. She was chosen
. aming
OU
•
field a package of gum. She chews me in class and proceeds calmly, at the election of new officers
Aline Claar
S
IS
--New Y?rk Tunes.
.
so effectively.
methodically and, I am compelled to late in the Fall quarter. Miss Ph'illips has had previom;
Sm1th college girl are forbidden to knit iP
Janet Bainbridge, '38-To Miss Mic- believe, unknowingly to transmit to reporting experience.
cla. Toom, by action of the self-governing studenl hael-A French comedy to read in sec- me his cold. No matter how I writhe
body. P r e ident Neil on goes on to hope that gtml- ond year French.
and wish I had chosen another seat he IT WAS ONE H UNDRED : : :
Years ago that Charles Darwin, after years of rechewing · '".rill be prohibited. It rai es the que ·tion ::
:: smiles and coughs in my face again,
search,
speculation, and reflection, brought forth his nowwh thcr the American college girl is terribly corr.without even troubling to make the
famous treati~e. "Origin of the Species." Darwin changed
pl X or only terribly misr epr esented.
• •••
customary pass at his mout h with a co:npletely the conception of man's origin, caused mor-~
handkerch:.ef. ·
Tb 1!)3·- mod l of flaming youth may be a few ::
::
Even if he doesn't give me a cold than one court squabble, and a revision in most of the
hundr •d degrees Fahrenheit l e incandescent than
TEN YEARS AGO
this vicious type of idiot ruins my en- churches of rel~gious concepts. Darwin's theori-es of n at ..
flaminu· youth half a dozen years ago, but it is sLil~·
Week of December 14-21
tire class. By the time the bell rings, ural selection and progressive development remain withgenerally rega1·decl a pretty &·dent. If there wa ·
Christmas vacation is announced I am so blind with rage I want to out a valid challenger today, although certainly most
any cla ·sroom practi e to be frowned upon it ought for December 19-January 5.
tear his whole coughing apparatus thinkers are no longer over-awed by his findings to the
to hav b en the girl· moking in the profe · or's
Eastern met Rose Poly here Tues- out of his throat and tell him to stay point that Lhey won't do a little speculating and experimenting themselves.
fac or pa ing a pocket flask arouna in notebook day ·night.
in bed hereafter.
cover or wielding the lip-stick and mirror to,o a::,If it can never be impressed upon ON E OF THE F INEST RAD IO : : :
·iduou ly. But ap})arently no uch probl em exi t::.;
ONE YEAR AGO
the students that they should see the
Programs now being aired is called "Town Hall MeetWeek of December 18-25
nurse when they h av·e a cold, can't we ing of the Air." It is pr.e sented for one full hour over one
in 19.:>3.
Lern mea ures have to be taken against
Eight hundred people attended the at least impress the teachers with of the leading networks on Thursday evenings from -8:30
l uittinO' and. run-chewing, as of 1 90.
two performances of "Hay Fever" what is surely their duty, to send such to 9:30 o'clock. (We are getting nothing for this plug,
ignorant and dangerous criminals except a great deal of personal satisfaction). A number
.an it be that college fashions have come full Thursday and Friday nights.
cycle and the practi es of 1890 are today the latest
Eastern debaters h eld meet with home?
of trained speakers and thinkers spoke on the topic: "The
chic ?
Ol,ivet college her e Monday nigh t.
--8. E. Meaning of Personal Liberty."
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Character Index
.,--------~ 1 Oh, Prof. (Deheaded)
Found in Names

The Last Trump

This week's winners should call
for tickets to the Lincoln theatre
show some time this morning in
the reception room.

''This, Partner, Is Our Trick"

(This is our twelfth effort since Septembel!')
Only Eight More Days for the
Old Neckties

~''

Phil Cook once said: "I see by the
papers, there's nothing in a name . . ."
But he wa;s wrong.
Panther Lair
We have proven it by showing that
Jay B. MacGregor: "I marvel at
how
much slang is used. You know
the letters in the names of prominent
anyone
can get to be at least a
News writers are the first letters in
junior
on
OK." Submitted by Elizwords of sentences characterizing them
abeth
Spears.
or characteristic of them:
Scoop! Attempted Bribery! A fellow
F . C-0-T-T-I-N-G-H-A-M
(Ele- offered us 10 cents to print a joke about
H. DeF. Widger: "There are thi:'ea
phant's Child) "Fellows, Can 'Oo Tell a rival! Listen Buddy, if anybody
Tales 'Ittle Naughty Going Home A. ruins this column, the Lair is going to means of communication: telephone,
do it!
telegraph, and tell a woman."
SubM's?"
mitted
by
Martha
Reeder.
R. W-I-L-S-0-N (Panorama) "Rah!
Will I Let Something Out Now!"
Pause for applause
Grace Thompson: Mr. Alter, I think
S-C-H-0-0-L-E-Y (Society) "Social
Karl Klein once walked out on Sally you should be called "Procrastinat ion."
Cats Have Only One Life, Eight Yells." Rand in the middle of the show - to
Mr. Alter: Why is that?
A. S-U-M-M-E-R-S
<Everything) get a pair of binoculars.
Grace Thompson: Because you are a
"Anyway Sometimes 'Urn Make Merry, 1
"thief of time!" Submitted by Harriet
Even Rabidly So."
Got any o:d grapejuice? We got a Irwin.
S. E-L-A-M (Criticisms)
Snort, dime.
Eulogize, Lambast, Attack, Misconstrue
(our version). Soon Elevated Literary
Bill Lewis.
(Acknowledgements to
Attainments Mine (his version).
Bobby, Teddy, Chotcy, Curry, and Coach Angus). W ait! Angus lives at
P-H-1-P-P-S (Sports) "Pennywaists Ozzy Brownie's Black-eye.
th-e Lair. Acknowledgements withdrawn.
Have Invariably Proven Poor Spotrts."
c. A-U-S-T-1-N <Panthergrams) We· hope nobody gets letters for
"Continue Austin's Unb~emished Tripe athletics. Then w-e'll start a griper's
Alex Summers cught t o be smart.
column.
He's had enough Scho<X.eying! (AcIn News!"
C-A-V-1-N-S (Generally Valuable)
knowledgments to Henry Phipps) .
Christmas Ain't Very Injoyable, Not
Enrollment Drop Explained by
Being Snowey.'' (B added by his own
Departing Girl
oversight) .
I come here to be took out, and I
CHA.R.L.ESTON FRUIT STORE
J. F-A-R-R-A-R (Shows Promise) ltin't been took, so I'm going home.
"Jolly Future And Fteal Recompense (Acknowledgments to Sigma Delta) .
PHONE 531
Are Recognizable."
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
By OLD POKEFt FACE (Poetry, just Week's Campus Christening: "The
DAILY
now)
Siamese Twins" - Wayne Neal and
Oh, Let's Dine,
Properly, Of Wine;
Eftsoons Regenerate Fine;
Asafoetida Cures Everything.
To OLD POKER FACE: Old LuffyHOME STYLE COOKING
Duffer, Push Over Keg, Enter R ear,
Face About, Cross Eyes.

POPPIN' OFF

SANTA BIG HOAX!

XMAS COMES BUT ONCE A YEAR

f/

It's bad enough to be Big Hearted Herbert
--it 's worse, though, to be Scrooge. Far be it
from us to sadden the little ones by proclaiming that there is no Santa Clalus. Far be it
from us to disillusion any of the fr.eshmen
iPROF. COLSEYBUR
However, if you've been here this long and
"ha.ven't been asked yet,'' you can draw your own conclusions.
The editor, still suffering from the depression, has asked us to pass out
the presents. Already prostrate from witnessing the faculty play and anticipating the faculty party, both Colsey- +- -- ----- - - - - bur and Poker Fa;cc will spend the I
holidays in the'ir mountain retreat I
south and east of Lincoln Field.
So simply and touchingly, we say:
Merry Xmas from the News,
Statistics compiled by the Lair show
Spend the day just as you choose;
(a) that there is enough noise proHappy New Year from us, tooduced in the Lair, Gilbert House, and
Don't forget your room r -ent's doo!
the Library in 24 hours to make 3271
DWZ progra-ms.
Please address all con:plaints to Jo~ 1 (b) that in Pem Hall alone enough
James Black-legal adv1ser to the Lit- . t· k .
d .
.
,
11p-s 1c 1S use
1n a smg1e year to
erary Supp_ement.
.
t
b
t
pain 4 arns or 11 owns th e size of
Charleston.
Forgive the faculty for everything
(c) that there is enough dirt scraped
they do on Wednesday next, the day
up about campus leaders every weekfollowing the night before.
en d to make Mr. Monier another training school garden.
Ole Poker Face and the boys at the
Courier office will be glad to forward
(d ) that Old Poker Face writes poetry
for ou the t urkeys to President Roose- on enough paper to start fires in all
lty
the powerhouse furnaces every mornve ·
ing till the Fourth of July. And it's not
. .
a bad idea.
Filled with the Yuletide sp1nt, a nd 1
,
tears of remorse in our eyes, we wish
the members of Kappa Dclta Pi and it was this way-! told my prof that
their adviser a very Merry Xmas.
Big-Hearted Herbert was better than
Hay Fever. How did you happen to
The Elephant's Child likes candy,
get your F?"
And dolls and whistles, too;
First first nighter: "I told my prof
Don't forget the Elephant's Childthat Hay Fever was better than Big
The Elephant's Child hasn't forgotten Hearted Herbert!"
you.
Rea.liy, no one- takes this week's work 1 Overheard in the Training School
seriously but the librarians and the ! "He may be Santa C!aus to you, but
janitors!
J he's just a bunch of whiskers to me:·

L . Conducts Odd
aJr
Survey at Eastern

You're Young Only Once
If you don't know what to do with
$1.25 will get you into the Varsity
this column, just paste it to the LiterClub Dance; $1.25 will also get you
ary Supplement.
home.
Poor Mrs. Guinagh and poor Mr.
Alter!
Do you want Ole Poker Face to be
happy this Xmas? If so, drop a check
Blow that Horner!
for $10 into the News box not later than
Time to look at the sign again, Henry! December 24.

LINCOLN INN-- EASTERN'S CHOICE

---I!:
Now
Just
New
Will

We wonder now if Herbert will be as
big-hearted on examination day.
There are only a few profs that you
rea!ly need to fear- those who are going to carve the turkeys at the facu:ty
pa.rty tonight.
And Thou, Teo, Miss Johnson!
Something should be done about it!
Some of the faculty a re s till rea ding
this column.
We're going to feel mighty lonesome
when some of the " reception room
couples" get married.
Art for Art's Sake

First first - nighter: "How dld you
happen to get your F?"
Second first-nighter: "Well, you see

The
CASH

GROCERY
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF T~E

I !lTC---

Sllent Night?
Xmas comes but once a yearlike all other days, we fear!
Years, no matter wha.t you do,
always last a day or two!

SERVICE WITH A

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
GROCERIES AND MEATS
First Door Rast of Campus-PHONE 73

SMILE

D. T. Freeland

---EISTC---

Remember your friends with flowers.
They say it best- Lee's Flower Shop,
413 Seventh street. Phone 39.
Christmas Special - haircuts 15c,
Whitney's Collegiate Barber Shop. One
block north of campus on S·i xth street.
Expert service. Open evenings.

STUDENTS~
Your Patronage Will Be
Appreciated
Complete Grea.sing Service
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

NEWELL'S

How about "Four Saints in Three
We is all friends, isn't we? Thanks
Acts" (or is it "Three Saints in Four then for your Xmas cards!
Acts"?) for next year's faculty play?
Signed: Ole Poker Face.
Remember, the word is "acts."
Whattcha want for Xmas?

Page Five

FILLING STATION
a t Tenth and Lincoln

Utterback's Business College
MATTOON, ILLINOIS
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School.
Tuition ReasonaJble
PHONE 248

TELEPHONE BLDG.

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
WELCOM.E S YOU!
You 'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for the girl.
COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

Shimmering styles in silver kid, *white or
block faille ... with the low heels you love to
dance in ... the kind youv' e been plann'ing on
.having .•. and why not? When they're only

$

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXAND ·ER'S

CAMPUS ON SIXTH ST.
•Large Assortment of Candy Bars
l-Ib. pkg. Early Dinner Coooa....lOc

Fresh Rolls Every Morning
Monarch Coffee, lb. ....................29c

•

Open 9:30 Evenings

USOL

•

•

0

•

•

Creosote Oil

Doubles the Life
of Wood
PHONE 85

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.

A&G SHOE MART.
"Footwear for Every Walk of Life"
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J'age Six

Panthers Defeat Shurtleff, 48-35; Central Wins, 50-36
+•-tt-lt-ta-tt- llt-•t- ••- ••-••-••- w•- •+

PANTHERGRAMS
- By SIR LANTZELOT-

+ •- ••- ••- ••- ••--•- .,- •a- ta- ••- ••- ••- •+
Contributed lby Charles Austin
We can't call Jake Tedrick "Irish"
because the only connection is the
stew he had as a youngster. The only
connection between Jake and "Irish"
is his distaste for an institution that
publicizes its athletic teams under t hat
name.
Maurice Taylor, forward on the
varsity squad, was operated on a
week ago for appendicitis. Maurice,
a freshman,. played his prep basketball in a smaH h'gh school that
didn't have a basketball court. He
is exceptionally fast and a good
shot, as those who saw him in his
first appearance for Eastern will
attest.

Win Over Pioneers ls.F irst Conference
Game; Locals Flash Offensive Power

Holmes Stars in
S a t urd ay ,s F ray

Lettermen in Three .
Sports Are Reported

Members of the 1934 baseball, track,
and tennis teams who earned letters
Holmes and Curry Lead Scoring; were measured for sweaters last week; Visitors Present Fast-passing.
Pioneers Are Paced by Stellar· they will be ordered immediately.
Clever Unit; Defeat Prompts
Forward, Keit~.
Those receiving honor sweaters are:
Letter to Santa Claus.
-baeeball - Strader, Honefinger , Car- ~
- -.
,
Eastern 's Panthers sounded a warn- 1 lock, Duey, Kessinger, Ballard, Lewis, Afte.r ~aturd~y mgh~ s basketball
\ng t o other teams in the conference S'naw, Curry, D aVI.dson,. t ennis
. ~nuck
calamity fm which
:.o
,
'll IIndiana
d
h' Central
d
here Thursday night wh en they de- Cole,
athas; t rack - Anderson, Norma1 o Danvi e, n ., w Ippe the
cisively trounced Shurt lefi, 48-35. The Holmes, Davis, Cummins, K elly, Hen- 1lrcals, 50-36, Eastern Sta~e fans, Coach
Pioneers never had a chance from the derson, Neal,·· Upton, Younger.
W. S . Angus, and a doz.. ~ or s.o Panminute Holmes sank two free throws
. .
.
ther netmen composed, figurative1y at'
to destroy the lead K eith's basket in
Precedent was estabh.shed v;;hen C. least, a little note, the like of which
the opening seconds of play had given P. Lantz, of the athletic departrr:er~t is popular these days. It read, in efthem.
~m ncunced that me~bers of the C1CS.')- feet: "Dear Santa :-Won't you please
country would recelve monograms. It 1 do something about these Indian a basTedrick counted with a long sho~
1 d th t Rob t And
from the field and Shurtleff returned was revea e
~
~r
e:so~, I ketball teams? Please give us some
V.:ho won the. Litt~e Nmeteen mdl- ·n ew-type magic that will enable us to
w'i th a basket by Sutton. Holmes sank VIdual champiOnship, probably would . beat these Hoosier basketball teams.
a charity t.oss and J ackson made two b
d d
1
1
·th hi
e a war e . a swea"'e: .a ong WI.
s 1 They have been very mean to us, and
gift shots. Then Eastern pulled ahea<'t monogram m recogmt10n. o.f his fine 1 we want you to give us the 'stuff' to
on Shaw's fielder. Tedrick's free throw.
k N
f 11
wor ·
ames. o a receivmg mono- lbeat these two teams when we play
another basket by Shaw and a basket ~51.·ams for this sport have not beell them next year."
free throw by Cole . K eith and d 1 d
Bob Holmes, forward, was leading Jand
ackson accounted for three points Ivu ge ·
While the Eastern sportsworld waits
scorer last week, polling 13 points while Brown and carlock tallied for
1breathlessly for Santa's answer, it is
ElsT
against Shurtleff and 15 points again&t EI. Two baskets by Shurtleff left the
our thankless task to report the latest
Indiana Central.
demise-Saturday night's loss to Cenissue, 19-13, in favor of Charleston,
1
tral. And you can put it down for
at the half.
keeps that Santa can give Eastern a
. The locals came back With a rusn Returning to basketbai.l warfare aft- ·few more Bob Holmeses the next time
tn the second half and ran the score er the two weeks holiday vacation, the we play Central and everything will be
from 19-13 to 40-18 on three baskets Panthers will meet two Indiana quints
. ,
.
by Cuny, three by Holmes, two by j during the first school week of the
<Continued on Page 7)
T. C. Highs r ampant cage qumt Shaw• and one .by Brown· . Holmes new year. Th ey are t o t ang1e WI·th I nadded two more victories to its perfect also sank three gift s~ots durmg this diana state at Terre Haute on January 1
record this season by whipping Lerna \ spurt .. Shurtleff, beWlldered b: ~uch 7. The Sycamores hold a convincing
d K
'th' th
f th
a fiashmg attack, managed to Iegister 60-39 victory over EI gained on the
an
ansas WI m
e space 0
ree 1 only five points on a ba..sket and free
· '
A 1good ha.ir cut just doesn't happen
days Lerna was toppled Wednesday
home court a fortmght ago. On Jan-it is the resu:t of long experience
1
1
and careful attention. You can get
night by a 39-12 scor e and Kansas su~·· ~ rc;' .. : ; ~~~~s a~d t~o ~~ shots uary 11 them Angusmen will clash with
that kind of service at the
cumbed 'i n a red-hot battle Frid~y Y ei ·
ei san a .eau I u1 one- Indiana Central Normal at Danville,
.
handed shot, from the side. Broman Ind.
mght, 20-19. To date the Van Horn duplicated this effort after Holmes
- -- E I S T < : - - cagers h ave won four games as against sank another gift shot, his seventh fo::.·
no defeats.
the evening.
Two licensed operators-Expert work
-Courteous service - Shorty's Beauty
Southwest Corner of Square
Coach Van Horn was not present to
Curry snagged one from the foul Parlor _Phone, 165 .
witness his te~m's conquest of Kansa2. circle, but Priest garnered two free
Taken ill early Friday afternoon, he throws to equal that effort. Cole
was forced to remain in his home. In dropped in a free throw which was 1
his absence, Carl Shaw, center on the followed by sensational fielders by
Panther squad, and Mac Waltrip were Keith and Sutton. Walters added a
in charge of the t eam.
free throw which brought the score
T . C. m eets its bitterest rival this to 44-29 with two minutes to go. The
Friday night when Charleston high frantic Shurtleff team scored quickly
school takes the local court for the on three baskets by Priest, Walters,
annual pre-Christmas fray. T. c. is and Kelth, while Curry sank two gift
The facilities of this hotel are available
favored to win.
shots for Charleston. Curry completed the scoring for the evening with
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room
llis fifth basket. Score, Charleston 4£. 1
Shurtleff 35.
- Banquet Room

Leads Panther Attack

I

1

I
1

Joe Curry, star forward for Eastern ,
is leading the varsity in scoring with
a total of fifty points. Bob Holmes,
after going scoreless in the first game,
racked up thirty-seven points in the
other three games. Carl Shaw, veteran center, is another of the leading
scorers. In four games. to date, Eastern has averaged 40 points. Highest
number of points scored came in the
Shurtleff game. Indiana Central had
the best defense of the four teams
played, for EI scored only 30 points.
Louis Lassiter, all-star conference
center who towers six feet ten inches, scored 32 points in his conference debut against Carbondale
Saturda.y night. Even with such a
brilliant indivi·d ual performance,
Carbondale defeated Illinois College, defending conference champion, by a 56 to 43 score.
·Coach W. S. Angus' Panthers will
get a chance to defeat the much overrated conference co-champion from
Macomb on February 1. The P anthers
lost a thriller to that team last year,
32-26. Prophecy: It looks as if a new
champion will be crowned in the conference this year.

.

Rampant T1C Cagers
Whip Lerna, Kansas

--

I

It Pays to Look Well

HOLMES BARBER
SHOP

.fOr SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

I '

Investigating Committee of Twelve Is
Named to Advise on EI Letter Awards

Charged with the responsibility of approved by the administration .and
determining rules, regulations, and the various organizations concerned,
standards for awarding letters in the will be available for publication in
various sports and offering recommen- booklet form so that all out for athdations, if any, in regard to including letics at Eastern will be informed of
cross country and golf in the list of playing time required, probation rules,
sports warranting letters, a special credits and other requirements for a
committee of twelve met Friday aft- letter at Eastern.
ernoon at 1:30 o'clock.
This committee will give special conAfter discussion this committee vot- sideration t o the much agitated quesed to appoint a ~ub-committee of six tion as to whether cross country and
members to fully investigate the sys-~ golf men deserve letters.
.
E l s Tc
,
tern of letter awards at Eastern.
Members of the complete committee
Diamond Rings - ·Yellow gold or
are c. P. Lantz, w. s. Angus, Paris white gold mountings-specially priced
Van Horn all of Eastern's athletic de- now from $7.50 up. C. P. Coon, 408
partment;' Paul W . Sloan of the edu- Sixth St.
- - -EISTc-- cation department; Dean F. A. Beu,
Jay B. MacGregor, Dean of Men;
Order your flowers. by telephone. Call
Steve Davidson, Vincent Kelly, and 39. i.ee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh
Carl Shaw, all members of the Varsity street.
club; J ack Austin, Donald Cavins, and
Robert Fairchild, members of the Student Council.
Lantz was named chairman of the
special sub-committee. Assistants are
Angus, Van Horn, Austin, Kelly, and
to the college student, i!;> something
Shaw. They are to work out rules, regto eat. If you think first of Werulations, etc., and report their findden's Grocery you will make an A.
ings to the committee as soon as possible.
It is the hope of the committee that I
South Side Square
the standards as set up by them, if.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A. Subject for
Much Thought

VvERDEN GROC .

- - - E : I S T C' -- -

REPAIRING

Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

Miss Emma Reinhardt, head of the
education of department, has a report 01;1 the Eastern Division Teachers'
Illinois
Mattoon
association meeting in Mattoon in the
Telephone 2700
!llinois Teacher , December issue. She 1
~ secrcl~y ~ the ~p~mtion.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

HOTEL U.S. GRANT

•

._

.._ •

'J

•'"

•

Your

I

/.:<

'• ~I ... ~ ,r::'\'•1~

PERSONAL PROPERTY

I

Is Your

LIFE VALUE

Likewise

Fully Insured to Your Family?

\

A $2.400 salaried man is worth $60,000 at 4% to his family. I s your family

protected against the loss of your income? Have you
salary to continue after age 65?

With A

pro~vided

LIFE INSURANCE

for your

Program

You can answer both questions at a Saving Within Your Means

•

TELEPHONE 354

''Proved By the Past -Improved for the Future'' ·

H. NOLAN SIMS
P. 0. BOX NO. 305

If It's Less Than an Eight, It 's Out of Date

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Is

Insured for Full Value to You

Consult

PHONE 404

PRIVATE pARTIES
DANCING

MISS REINHARDT HAS
REPORT IN MAGAZINE

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers
ALTERATIONS

.·

Panthers Open year
w·th I n d.lana G ames

PHONE 666

For Advice

CHARLESTON, ILL
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Faculty Announces
JBALLET RUSSE .SHOW
"Herbert" Cast Is
"d
ATTENDED BY GROUP
PI ans f or H 0 l 1 ays
Guest of V erwiebes
FROM EASTERN STATE

Taylor to Discuss Inadequate Training
Of Arithmetic Teachers at Meeting

(Continued from Page 2)

Among those from Eastern who atMr. and Mrs. Frank L. Verwiebe en'' Preparation of Teachers for
tended t he performance of Ballet tertained for the cast of "Big Hearted
Arithmetic '' Is Title of Paper
business o.ffice, is goin.g to. her home in Russe do Monte Carlo at the Viro-inia
H erb ert' ' f o11owing the second performb·
to, Be Read at Meeting.
New Berlm, near Sprmgf1eld.
theater in Champaign Wednesday eve- ance Friday evening. Guests were:
Harry Metter is afraid it i's going to 1, ning were Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L . Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Guinagh, Donald
E. H. Taylor, head of the mathe- 1
be co:d here Christmas, so he is plan- ~1 Andr.ews, Mr. and .Mrs. Quincy Guy R. Alter, Miss Florence Litchfield, Miss
1 ning to head
south int? Tennessee, Burns, and Roy Wlls~n.
I sabel McKinney, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd ,
matics department, plans to attend the
annual meeting of the American AsKentucky, and perhaps on to Florida.
1 Mr. and Mrs. BurriS and Mr. and Sunderman, Jay B. MacGregor, Mr.
1
Miss Kathryn Powers, another n ew- 1 Mr~ .. Andrews were callers of Bruce and Mrs. Howard DeF. Widger, Ruby
sociation 'for the Advancement of Scicomer to our office force, informed us Wemck of the University of Illinois Stallings, Evelyn Keith, George Henence at St. Louis during the Christmas 1
while at her information desk that she English staff while in Champaign.
ry, Thomas Chamberlin, and Miss
vacation from December 30 to Januwas spending her hoEdays at her home
ElsTc
Mary Thompson.
- -- E i s T · c - - - ary 3. Other allied societies will meet I
in Quincy.
Miss Reinhardt Is Hostess
in St. Louis with the American As- I
Miss Ethel Hanson is planning to call
at her home in Milwaukee at some time
sociation.
Miss Emma R einhardt was hostess
at a 6:30 o'clock dinner Friday eveThree mathematical societies will
1 during her vacation.
meet: the American Mathematical SoI Charleston seems to satisfy the fol- Mrs. H. F. Thut entertained her ning at Mrs. Delia c. Hackett's resiciety; the Mathematical Association of
I lowing pretty well, for they p·an to stay bridge club Tuesday afternoon at her dence on Sixth street.
America; and the National . Council of
here for the major portion of the holi- home, 1049 Eleventh street. At 1:30
Teachers of Mathematics. Mr. TayI days: Miss Ruth Carman, D. A. Roths- : o'clock a dessert luncheon was served,
lor will read a paper on "The Prepara- 1
child, J. Glenn Ross, L!oyd F. Sunder- ; after which four tables of bridge were
tion of Teachers of Arithmetic" before
man, Miss Emma Reinhardt and H. F. 1 in play. Mrs. F. A. Beu held high
Section Q, t h e section on Education,
.Thut.
1 score.
Club guests were: Mrs. R. G.
of the American Association for the
M.:Ss Anabel Thomson couldn't decide , Buzzard, Mrs. Harold M. Cavins, Mrs.
Advancement of Science.
E~on H. Taylor
for a long time where she was going IWalter W. Cook, Mrs. F. A. Beu, Mrs.
We Sew Yom· Shoes
This paper will report the small
1during the vacation. We can't under- I0 . A. McArthur, Mrs. C. P. Lantz and
by the
amount of arithmetic offered and re- 1
I stand how anyone could turn down a 1?aughter, Mrs. J ames Thompson w~o
quired by teachers' collegese in the
1trip to California for one to Chicago, ; s he~e from Huntington for a bollLANIS LOCK-STITCH
United States as found in the cata- 1
I and a . visit ir. Atlanta-not the one in day Vlsit.
METHOD
logues of about one hundred and twenGeo1·gu .
ElsTc
ty-five teachers' colleges. By reporting,
Mr. am! :Mrs. Russe~l La11dis plan to LUNCHEON GIVEN BY
also, the poor results of arithmetic
(Continued from Page 6)
spend most. cf their time in Chicago at
MRS. TAYLOR TUESDAY
Longer Wear
tests given to freshmen in teachers'
the home of Mrs. Landis.
colleges in Illinois, Mr. Taylor will all right. For Holmes scored almost
Harry R. Jackson is postponing a trip Mrs. Eo. H. Taylor, 885 Seventh
Greater Comfort
point out that the teaching of arith- half the Panthers' points, held his to Fl.ortda, and instead is visiting in street was hostess Tuesday afternoon
metic is. suffering . f~om inadequate man to only three points, and played Indianapolis, West Salem, and Charles- at a one o'clock luncheon. Later, Mrs.
Appearance Same as New
1
Taylor and her guests attended the
preparatlOn of begmnmg teachers.
e n ottt:;.tanding floor game in other re- ton.
ElsTc
spects. Of course, Curry and Tedrick
R. W. Weckel thought of New Lincoln matinee performance of Nino
were in there providing scintillating Orleans (who doesn't) but he also is Martini in "Here's to Romance."
- - - E I 8TC: - -plays, but Holm es' consistency was I postponing that trip. Most of the time
more noticeable.
h P expects to spend at the home of
When planning your purchases, I
PHONE 74
Like Indiana state-victor t en days Mrs. Weckel's parents in Rock Island. r ead the News ads for guidance.

Science Meet Speaker

I
.
I
J

Mrs. Thut Is Bridge
Club Hostess Tuesday

I

Attention Ladies!

1

Central \JVallops
Eastern Cagemen

The GOLDEN RULE
SH·O E SHOP

Dean Beu Defends
Referee'S Position

<C~~~~~

~~c~~~~ ~~ Christmas
~~~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
flight to
York,
to I

Fumbling is not counted as part of the
.bbl
Wh t
t t
a you as a spec a or may
drl.nk e.·
·
th
f
.
thl
1s runnmg, . e re
( )eree
I tmay
t· mn en wna1
t erpre t as f urn blmg. 4
fou,ling of a player attempting to score
before he is actually in the act of scoring may be penalized by two free
throws as though the player were actually attempting to score. Should the
player make the basket after he is
fouled the basket should not count, but
if the offtcial shoula count the goal,
that.Js his judgment.
"You should give the officials all tbe
'breaks' you can as working a basketball game in our gymnasium is probably not considerable pleasure by very
many officials.
"The number of games that a basket
ball team loses because of wrong decisions on the part of the referee is
very small in comparison with the
number that it loses because of poor
playing."
- - - E ISTC' - - -

UNIT 7 ENTERTAINS
WITH PARTY MONDAY
Unit 7 held its Christmas party at
the home of Frances Durgee, 956 Tenth
street on Monday evening. The girls
played Christmas games and told what
they wanted for Christmas. Refreshments of cocoa, wafers, and nuts were
served.
- - - E ISTC: - - -

Earl Houts an EI student-Employed
at Shorty's Barber Shop.

1

stamina, a dazzling passing attack, and
some brilliant shot makers. They combined these virtues into a scoring attack almost as deadly as that shown
by the Statesmen
·
Central st.arted its victory march
early, grabbmg 14-6 lead before the
game h ad consumed six minutes of
playing time. Eastern rallied, and
trailed _by only a single point, 15-14,
four mmutes before the period closed.
B~t Central pulled away, scored 12
pomts, and held a 27-14 half lead.

Why not give your parents and that
"best friend" Whitman's o:r Martha
Wasftington Candies this Christmas?
All boxes securely wrapped
for shipment.

Mo o R E ' s
SUPER SERVICE

I

Grocery-Ma.rket

j

PHONE 71

Student Attention
WHY DO YOU GO TO
COLLEGE?

r---------------.

Student-To get a
tion.

STUART'S

better educa-

If you want something better,

I

then go to

C.A MPBELL

is offering a nice line
of YARDLEY'S SETS,
Shaving Sets, Shaving
Bowls, Bath Crystals
and Soaps. An excellent line of billfolds,
one and two folds, keyholders, perfumes and
toilet waters.

ALL ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

The Only All Electric in Town.
We Must Please You.
LOCATED 605 SEVENTH ST.
JUST SOUTH OF SQUARE

69c - 98c - ·$1.59
Silks and Wools in the smart reefer
with fringed ends. You'll find a very
and complete assortment of patterns
colors. Bright, cheerful colors that are
ticularly appropriate for the season.

Learn in Five Easy,
Inexpensive Lessons

PHONE 386
Between Hours 5-7 P. M.

I

1

ALSO NEWS- ACT

THURSDAY-

BARGAIN DAY

Continuous Shows

Lupe VELEZ
in

MORALS of MARCUS

style
wide
and
par-

Interwoven

Smart

For Her- Phoenix

SOCKS
35c, SOc

Neckwear
SOc, $1.00

HOSIERY
79c, 98c

MURRAY '

FRIDAY-SATURDAY-

Ronald Coleman-Joan Bennett
in

The Ideal Gift

I

Mr. HOBO

BRADING'S

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Phone 173
North of Squa.re on 7th St.

SCARF

DANCE

ARLISS

ALSO SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

Give Him A

Learn to

George

ADM. lOc & 25c

Shoe Repairing Neatly Done

•

STUDENTS

TODAY (TUES.) & WED.-

In

Delivery Service

Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews entertained her bridge club Monday afternoon at her home, 1540 Third street.
At 1:30 o'clock a dessert luncheon was
served which was followed by bridge.

Phone 270

JACK
OWENS
32 tate St.
Charleston

l

BRIDGE CLUB FETED

DRUG STORE

------LINCOLN THEATRE:=====:

•

E:lsTc

The CANDY SHOP
East Side Square

~here

see
many plays :n a. fortmght as
possible. F . L. Verw1ebe IS another faculty member who Wlll attend the
·
· m
· St. Louus.
·
sc1ence
meetmg

MANICURE SETS
SOc to $4.00

College Students:

~ew

~s

1

The Man Who Broke the
Bank at Monte Carlo
NEXT SUN. & MON.-

DEC. 22 and 23

Joel McCrea · Miriam Hopkins
in

s SPLENDOR
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News Critic Believes Faculty
Play Lacked Dramatic Flavor
By Staff Reporter
The second annual faculty play was,
on the whole, a successful comedy. As
far as box office returns and reception
by the audience are concerned, it may
even be considered a bigger success
than Noel Coward's Hay Fever of last
year. Unfortunately, however, Sophie
Kerr and Anna Steese Richardson do
not compare favorably with Noel Coward as dramatists.
The brilliant, sparkling wit of Noel
Coward easily places Hay Fever on a
higher plane than Big Hearted Herbert. The thoughts that occurred to
Mrs. Kalness' "middle aged mind" naturally occur to most middle-Western
minds. This gave the Kerr-Richardson play a romping, rollicking humor
that is very true to life, probably as
good a picture as Hay Fever is of another social level.
'HAY FEVER' PRAISED
But even though the average middle-westerner would rather have something to laugh at than something to
think about, Hay Fever is still a much
bigger "dramatic" success than Big
Hearted Herbert.
In most cases, the play showed
good direction. There were incongruities-such as Miss Litchfield's mispronunciation of the word positively,
at a place in the play where she did
not intend to mispronounce it. The
crooked picture hanging over the stairway during the second act and Mrs.
Kalness' wearing a ,green dress while
sitting in a blue chair in the first
scene of the third act were discordant
notes. One must wink his critical eye
sometimes, however, for a school teacher's life is hectic and professional actors are often fallible.
The second night was better than
the first, even though Mr. Guinagh did
dr op more cues an d Mrs. Alter h a d
J uniOr
·
i
f rom co11ege to h'1gh
gong
school. The most noticeable fault in
the production was the lack of rhy-

KNITTING MONOMANIA
HITS EASTERN; SO"The hand that rocks the cradle"-isn't the only one that does
the knitting at Eastern.
One of tht:: prof~ssors of mathematic.:; is ! eported to have taken up kn1t.ting. This wa~ done in
preference to the crocheting he
has done for years. Although
Professor Fiske Allen'::: crocheting is qualified to ~ompete with
any woman's, he is said to like
knitting much bettel'.
. A former business manager ')f
the Teachers College News has
taken up knitting in his spare
time. He declares there is nothing particularly feminine about
it. In fact, Paul Tinnea declare:;
it is quite fit for a man to kmt
as a woman.
The freshman who holds the
ball for girls as they knit C)l1fesses he also knows how. George
Farrar says he can knit a row
as fast as any girl.
._
•
omew. Miss Kassabaum automatically
captured the audience as her own both
nights.
Mr. Shiley's second night performance was a great deal better than the
first. H,e played a good role, and was
not bothered with worry about the rest
of the cast on the second night. Miss
Litchfield appeared to over-act much
of the time. Too many movements of
the head and eyes were responsible for
this. Her voice, and vocal interpretations of her lines were good.
DID CONVINCING WORK
Mr. MacGregor as Jim Lawrence,
and Mr. Widger and Mrs. Verwiebe as
the Havens interpreted and executed
their roles convincingly.
Mrs. .Sunderman as Mrs. G'o odrich
did not talk loud enough. Mr. Suncferman as Mr. Goodrich seemed about

Yuletide Cantata
Sl d I~T d d
Tests of ingenuity were m order at ,
ate "" e nes ay

Sigma Delta Holds
Tests of Ingenuity

Faculty Members to
'.Attend Conventions

Convenience of vacation leisure is
Sigma Delta meeting Monday eve- I
(Continued from Page 1)
prompting several Eastern faculty
ning, December 9. Given ten letters,
members to make plans for attending
the group composed telegrams, each choral music from the college orches- a number of national council meetings
scheduled for the latter part of this
word beginning with one of the given tra.
letters.
Popular acclaim accorded
month.
high honors to Stanley Elam· in this The prologue ~ill then he r~~d. Fo~
President R. G. Buzzard, Miss Rose
game. A contest was also held to see Ishepherd~, carrymg the familiar distaffs, Will appear and look at the Zeller, and Miss Ruby Harris are
St
f th
h h d . among those planning to be present
how many products could be named I h
0
from pictures of familiar advertise- 1, t el~v~nst.h
oryt t Thres ep er s .I s1 for a meeting of the National Council
ee songs WI1
m t
o m
e nex ac .
en s.
.
. .
.
be offered, climaxed by the appear- ~ of Geography Teachers in St. Louis
More along
. ht on th e manger. Th e on December 26 • 27' and 28 • at the
the JOurnahstiC lme iance of a 1Ig
.. ,
was an artiC_e read by John Farrar on ,. three w·Is e M en WI.11 ent er, a ft er f o1- Chase hotel · Dr· Buzzard is one of
the ~odern . Amer~can newspaper I lowing the bright star, and discern the the convention speakers. His subject
~ead-_me as mterpreted. by an Eng- llight coming from the cradle. They i~ to be "The Geography Fraternity."
llsh reader. The pr~gram was . con- 1 will sing, "Wise Men from the Orient." In connection with this meeting, Prof.
ducted by Henry Phipps as chairman
.
.
.
lL. F. Thomas of Washington univerStory of the Wise ·Men . will
.
. con duc t·mg a f'Ie1d
of a committee composed of June
b bed read, I SI·ty, St . Loms,
Is
.
.
an d tl1en th e curt am WI11 e rawn. .
Prest on, John F arrar, and
June V ht f th
t
.ll 1 d'
tnp of that city on Sunday mornmg.
Hughes. Refreshments were served .g . 0
e s ar WI. a so Isappear.
Quincy Guy Burris will attend a
to the 25 members present by Milbra An eight-foo~ cross will ~e set-u~, and meeting of the Modern Language Asob
d K
L
b . k
then a special number mtroducmg a
s orn an
ay urn nc ·
children's chorus will be heard. Christ's sociation of America, to be held in
- -- E I S T C - - crucifiXOn will be related by the read- Cincinnati.
E. L. Stover is to appear on the proSims Sells Quar.ter
er.
gram of the Botanical Society of AmInsurance Spread of Christianity through Eur- erica, meeting in St. Louis December
ope and then to America will be de. -1 picted.
Eight countries will be repre- 31.
---EISTC--H. Nolan Sims, Eastern graduate 1 sented in this pageant. There will be
and local representative of the Sun Life 32 representatives, or four from each INSTRUCTOR'S BROTHER
TAKES NEW JUDGESHIP
Assurance company, :ed the entire staff country through which Christianity
of agents in the Evansville district for passed and left its everlasting mark.
S eth Thomas of Fort Dodge, Iowa,
that firm in 1935, according to a report A message of hope that Christianity
brother
of S. E. Thomas, head of Eastlast week by W. H. Atteberry, Evans- Iwill continue to widen its influence will
ern's
history
department, last week
ville branch manager. He did a volume I keynote the final stages of the cantata.
took
office
as
Judge of the Federal
of business in excess of $250,000, win- ~ To show that there are still many peoCircuit
Court
of
Appeals in St . Louis,
ning a cash prize of $20 and qualifying ple who have not been reached by The
to
which
position
he was appointed
for membership in the company's 1Eternal Light, 20 or 30 individuals will
by
President
Roosevelt.
For the past
quarter million club.
take the stage in darkness; a floodtwo
years
he
has
been
chief
solicitor
Sims was elected president of the Phi light will show only their hands and
in
the
Department
of
Agriculture
unSigma Epsi'on alumni association at I arms, gesturing the Trinity symbol. In
der
Henry
A.
Wallace.
Homecoming this fall.
conclusion, they will sing, "Come Unto
---EisTc
Him." accompanied by a violin solo.
COOPER IS SPEAKER
Miss Maude Chambers of the art deAT SEMINAR MEET G partment praised the huge company of
Farm and Home
IN Easterners producing the pageant, in
an interview with a News reporter FriMarket
Ralph Cooper, from the Charleston day.
Open each Sat. 9:30 till 2:00
- - -EI STC- - - high school was guest speaker at the
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, pies.
Zoology seminar meet last Tuesday
MEETING POSTPONED
evening. Mr. Cooper's subject was
cakes, bread. rolls and other
"Biological Science in High School."
.
.
home cooked food.
GI'lbert Davi·s, program di'rector, anTh. e regular Science club meetmg has
nounced that a program of feature I a~am ?een postp~ned to avoid a con- 7th St.-% Block South of Square
speakers is being arranged. In the fhct with the Chnstmas pageant.

I
1

.

I

Million of

~.~.K~~~~~~to~~fr~~~~jac~~~~w~~~
~~~ ~r-----------~-----------------~~
gave the play what rhythm it had, wearing. The Goodriches seemed too speak at the Seminar. ' His topic will
1

while Herbert's role was a succession young to be the parents of a young
m
f
of too many after beats.
an
Andy's age; Mr. Goodrich
shouldn't have retired from business
PLAY SEEMED MECHANICAL
for about 20 years.
Curiously enough, plays that are the
Costumes by Evelyn Keith and makeleast mechanical have the appearance up by Ruby Stallings have come to
of being too mechanical. Such a play mean a great deal to a Players producas Big Hearted Herbert requires action tion.
before thought; deliberation is out of STAGE CREW IS VALUABLE
place and Mr. Guinagh was too delibMuch credit goes to George Henry
erate. This was caused, we presume,
and
his scenic design 'crew for the set
by a groping for lines. Mrs. Alter as
used.
Elizabeth illustrated beautifully what
The one change we would suggest
should have been done by Mr. Guinin
this pla y is a rather serious one and
agh. It is regrettable that Mr. Guinagh changed his action the second should be addressed to Kerr and Richnight on the line, "I didn't have to ardson, as authors. The last five mingo to school to be a- say, are you in- Iutes of the play should be cut. The
sinuating- !" It was a high point in play should end on Herbert Kalness'
the play the first night; the second line to his wife, as he escorts the Havnight he thought first, acted too soon, ens to their taxi: "I'll be right back!"
and spoiled the line.
The rest of the play is anti-climax
Now, lest we cover Herbert entirely and may be easily foreseen by the audwith this deluge of alluvial criticism, 1ience. Y'e dislike having
morals
we should like to quote one who sat thrown m our face, and the last of the
near us at the play.
!play seems to shout, "experience is the
"You know," someone whispered, best teacher," or "experientia docet,"
"there are a world of men just like as Mr. Guinagh would put it.
that!" Without disclosing the sex of
the critic quoted, we wish to say that
Mr. Guinagh made his role very convincing in spite of his mistakes.
Fletcher's Grocery
STARS ARE NAMED
The stars of the production were
"WE WANT YOUR
Mrs. Alter as Elizabeth, Miss McKinney as Martha, Miss Kassabaum as
BUSINESS"
Amy, Richard Wick as Robert, and
John MacGregor as Herbert, Jr. Miss
Phone 422
463 Lincoln St.
McKinney's portrayal was faultless,
except for a few lines that were lost
to those in the rear of the auditorium.
The transition from a dignified, famous authority in the field of Englis)l
MARINELLO
to an uneducated Irish laundress was
BEAUTY SHOP
perfect.
Mrs. Alter reveals a background of
North Side Square
much experience and a thorough unSPECIALIZING
derstanding of h er role. Richard Wick
in All Kinds of
and John McGregor were quite
BEAUTY WORK
at home on the stage. They worked
W. C. Peters. Pron.
Phone 1506
well together. Mr. Wick might be
called an American Richard Barthol-

°

A.

c.

ADKINS

Groceries and Meats

We Carry a Complete Line of
School Supplies

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

be "Ancestors of Prehistoric Man".
- - - E ISTC-

--

ANNOUNCES MEETING
LeRoy Gruenwald, president of the
Forum, college discussion group, has
announced that at the next meeting of
the club on January 9, the topic will
deal with the state judicial system

Evening Sandals
FEATURING HIGH AND
LOW HEELS

After the Game

Black Satin- Black Patent or
White to be Tinted

visit the

KRACKER BOX
FREE COFFE.E
with every 15c lunch

Fred

Fletcher~ Propo

Operta.ted by "Bob" and "Ab"
I·---------------~
'

•

'

• .-. -

'

-

•• c. \";:

·.~ ,· 1

GIFTS • • • for Him
--that you can buy with the certainty of
good taste and good style.
Beautiful Robes of Silk and
Flannel ............................$3.85 to $10.00

Neckwear from Cheney - the world's
finest silk and neckwear makers at
ordinary prices of ........ 65c, $1 00, $1.50

Shirts from Wilson and Arrow$1.00 to .............................................. $1.9;)
He '11 know the labels mean complete
shirt satisfaction

Pajamas-of course, the Faultless NoBelt kind ............................ $1.50 to $5.0U

OTHER SURE TO PLEASE GIFTS-Hosiery, Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Scarfs, Sweaters, Trav..
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A Rhapsody On Time
OF TIME AND THE RIVER. By Thomas
Wolfe . . . 912 pp. . . . New York:
Scribners' ... 1935.

Reviewed by Mrs. Mildred Kedley
Special Supplement \Vriter.

T

HE FIRST IMPRESSION of Of Time an d
the River is words. There is a deluge o£
thousands of them. It is as though
Thomas Wolfe has made the startling new mscovery of the power of words. He handle.:
them with the lavish generosity of a. drun:cel!
lord. Sometimes he goes off into a meaning~~s;
ecstacy of words. I wonder at this growmg
tendency toward words. Remember ft..nthon 'I
Adverse and Ethan Frome? They are at two
ends of an extreme. Broome Stages and Pagean{
are to be remembered-but who could forget
The Last Lady or Miss :Lulu Bett?
v erbosity is growing upon the writers of toda.y. More and more they set store upon the
number of words. In the jacket blurb one of
the author·s friends says that he has written
almost two million words since 193fl! Womler~
ful delightful-but what is the point? Won::>
in 'themselves, unless actively applied, have
little value. Too many people m'istake ~he
facility in handling words for the creat_1ve
oenius. (Let it not be said that I am doubtmg
~- Wolfe's genius. The Guggenheim Founda-tion doesn't.)
Next to words, the author has a time complex. He is almost swamped by a stra~ge fascination for time and man's place 1n ~h_c
"March of time." H e interposes his story w1tn
vague rhapsodies on time. These timele~s song~
reveal a. searchin·g hurt as of somethmg not
understood, something incoherent. Gone is the
concreteness of energy-lost in a wilderness ot
generalit'ies.
This escape into generalities helps to creat0
the illusion of space, of the bigness and the
greatness of America. With the creation of
immensities little is gained. Who can grasp
the meaning of "all Amer'ica lies sleeping, all
the earth is dreaming, all of everything is do••· something." The statement is too broad.
"All ;...,.,....lies too much--something God-like
and divine.
Disregarding the wordiness and vagueness
of the author, the fragments of the story creep
0 11t. I have yet to discover the general trend.
It has no beglnning or end, nor a middle that
is discernible. The actual time-period is frorrt
1920 to 1925. During this time Eugene Gant,
the hero, goes north to Harvard Graduate
School, teaches a little, and goes to Europe.
That is all the major action- but time is spent
in recording every thought and minor actiondrunk or sober-they are examlned and accounted for. Certain adolescent tendenciEs
toward exploration would have been better
ignored as that type of literary investigation is
as outmoded as the "flapper."
Eugene, as the result of character building,
is sadly unfinished . Why, his father and his
cancer are better known! Mrs. Gant, Helen,
Luke and B en (who died before the story
opened) are pictured and remembered for their
deeds and thoughts. Mr. Flood, Ann, and
Frank are people to be Uked or not-as the
personal taste indicates. There is a whole
gallery of "little" portraits: The countess, Cram ,
and ProfeSsor Hatcher- but the main portrayal
-that of Eugene is blurred. He felt too much;
said too much, and did too much to be absolutely real. He is like a faint echo of that literary giant, Anthony Adverse.
,
And he is more than an echo of the author s
life. The whole book seems distinctly autobiographical. It is as though the author is
trying to recapture on paper that particular
period of his youth. So, after much introspective musing he has reconstructed those years
Much is revealed a bout the author himself.
That he is erotically inclined is evident for all
of the 912 pages. He also displays much of
the brutal frankness so popular during the
"Babbitt era." It is like the small boy and hi::;
first ·'cuss-words." Repetition merely soothe.s
the ego.
Thomas Wolfe :qas a Great Plan. Of Time
and the River is the second book in a series
of six books-four of which have been written
and two published. Look Homeward Angel
0884-1920) and Of Time and the River (19201925). From this one book I can see no point
to the author's Plan. There have been otl!er
Plans---Galsworthy's Forsyte Saga and W al·
pole's Herries Family and even M azo de la
Roche's Jalna series.
There seems no importance in the fact that
Eugene was drunk in iParis, lonely in London,
or in love on the last page of the book. P e:rhaps
this is because the author in relating these
events does not make them thrilling. The whole
book has one level of interest-a low one. The
reader 'is waiting for something to happen.

Graduate Wins Atlantic Book Contest
Mrs. Elizabeth Crowe Hannum Gives to Eastern Credit for Her
Success in Gaining ~4.000 Prize
By James Stanley Mcintosh
Special Supplement Correspondent
HICAGO-In the late summer of 1934 a
stran ge goings-on was taking place in
a third story of a small apartment buildii1g on George street, Chicago. Elizabeth Crowe
Hannum wa.s trying out a new recipe for grape
juice and thinking at the same time. She just
had to try this new rec'ipe. While jumbo basket after jumbo basket of Concord grapes ~ere
washed, kettled, boiled, sugM"ed, and stran:ed
this woman was thinking that it were h1gh
time she started to w1ite if she were going to
enter a high school English textbook in the
Atlantic Monthly Press contest by December 1.
This grape juice was nice, just the kind sht
had always wanted; "It tastes like grapes," she
said. Sleek bottles of purple concentrated grape
julce, bottled by dignified, affable, husband
Fred were testimony that Mrs. Hannum had
succeeded and had deserved a vacation.
Came October, deadline two months away;
and Mrs. Hannum wrote mornings and relaxe(,
at the World's Fair afternoons. But not for
lon!;. No more vacation at all. She began to
feel tha.t there was something short about a
day. She worked every minute that she could
push. her brain and on the last day of NoY.ember the dim1g room table bore five hundred
p~ges of what evoked the Atlantic ~onthly
editor to telegraph her later: "Hope to mfor~
you that your manuscript awarded Atlantic
textbook prize Stop . . . . This announcement
confidential until March 25."
Well, Mrs. Hannum had little confidence ln
the hope which the message sent her. She
was doubtful about that word. Should it be
"hope?" She had the telegram rechecked ,for
a possible mistake. The telegraph company had
erred. The first word masn't "hope." It was
"ha y"
AP~h~clc for $4,000 came later but Mrs. Hannum can't realize yet that it really happened.
She had written the book hurriedly but well.
The direct-speaking method of presentation lli
used which m akes the book fluent and attractive to the student's _m ind. Assignments are
arran ged so that they may be easily adapted
to the range of intelligence in any class. Apt
illustrations are generously placed throughout .
Chapters of the book, especially interesting am~
U..."lique, are: Speaking in Public, Writing Vers~,
Story Writing, and Reading. The simple, clear
cut, straightforward title itself exemplifies these
very qualities in the organization of the book.

C

Knowing Mr. Wang, the wealthy Chinese student, is as exciting as the death of Mr. Gant,
and that is as exciting as knowing Fran cis
Starwick, which is not exciting. at all. The
author's style looks backward in so m any instances but its express'i.on is equal to, and as
modern, as Leslie Howard's. The story is
pitched in a sotto voce. Even the wildest partj·
got drunk and shouted in a minor key.
I have doubted the wisdom of the author's
use of so many words---but the words in themselves are beautiful. The dictionary has been
looted to find words to express a sick, old ma.n
feebly smoking a cigar, words to express moonlight lying over sleepmg Virginia, to express
the hurt savagery of frustration and defeat.
I liked the words and enjoyed the book because
of them, but my greatest thrill came when I
turned to an uncut page! There is nothing to
compare to the feeling of being first to see tbat
page. It was a unique thrill that Thomas Wolfe
had not prepared me for.

Slumber
Recommended Poetry Entry
By Gertrude Foltz
Along a lonely stream
A charming lady lingered.
She paused to gaze upon a swan
That glided on the water.
She sat upon a dark green bank
And combed and brushed her glistenjng
hair.
Elves came and lay at her feet.
Fairies danced and round her played.
She shiver ed and drew her robe close.
Sun set and evening came
And sh e got up and went away
Down the hill in the evening dew,
Down to the village to me and to you.
"Slumber" they called her.

Mrs. Elizabeth Crowe Ha.nnum, Eastern graduate and winner of the $4,000 Atlantic Monthly
pr ize for a high _school English textbook. In
the accompanying article, James Stanley McIntosh, special supplement correspondent, tell~
of how the winning book, Speak! Read! Write!,
was prepared. Mrs. Hannum is a daughter of
A. B. Crowe of the Eastern Science department.
Mrs. Hannum :first n amed it Speak! Write!
Read! but because t his 'is difficult to say, th ~
title became Speak! Read! Write!
Certainly it is an admirable book, and, although it is advertised by the publishers as
a textbook for use in the :first two years in high
school, it is obviously a comprehensive study 'i n
English for a four year course.
Before the book was finally published she
spent five solid days with the Atlantic editor
revising it and an additional two weeks in
verifying sources of quotations she had used.
Mrs. Hannum took delight in tellirug that a
reviewer in Liberty magazine had. given the
book four stars.

A

CTUALLY, it was a shock to some sections of the country, particularly the
East, that the prize textbook had bee11
written by a woman. Some reverberation Wa£
felt 'in this part of the country. A high schoolage daughter overheard her mother say that
Mrs. H annum had written an English textbook
in competition, with a lot of English teachers
and had won the first .and only prize of $4,00G.
"A woman!" exclaimed the girl. "She must be
a very intellectual woman because most English
textbooks are written by two men."
Though only two months were spent in the
actual writing of the book the organization ana
material in it was a culmination of a thinking
and analytical mind over 13 years as head of
the English department at Francis Parker high
school. Mrs. Hannum has taught English and
has taught teachers how to teach English.
She gives to EI the credit for her success.
"I learned how to think there," she said. "I
didn't realize until later that there had b een
conscious effort on the part of Mr. Lord to demand from teachers that they teach students
how to think And I was fortunate enough 'c
have superior teachers."
Mrs. Hannum finished school'ing at EI when
there were four years above the eighth grade
She taught in a country school near Rantoul
for six ·months when o perative appendicitis
forced her to quit. She entered University of
Chicago later with advan ced standing. There
she became interested in journalism and ever
since, in her teaching has h ad some part in the
publication of year books and school publications of a literary type.
She quit teaching two years rugo and is now
groomin g her intellect for free-lance writing,
her lifo dream.
Writing a textbook is not a new experien ce
in the Hannum family. Mr. Hannum, head o!'
the Spanish department and twelfth grade
b ead at Francis Parker high school, publisheo
a Spanish t extbook in 1929 called The Stru('turc of Simple Spanish.
Mr. Hannum retires in June a nd with Mrs
Hannum will start upon a ten months' trip
around the world.
Bon voyage.

Santa Marches On
Recommended Essay Entry
By L. Beatrice Widger
HEN YOU were younger than you are
now, you laboriously wrote, about a
month before Christmas, a letter to
Santa Claus. You were eager and expectanu
when you laid that valuable letter on top of
the furnace in the cellar so that Santa might
get it. A few days later when you found 'it
gone, you were filled with joy. During the following days you overflowed with an inexhaustible wonder as to whether or not St. Nick would
bring you all the good things ~you had asked for.
How curious and excited you wer e on Christ.mas Eve when you hung your stocking on the
newly established hook over the fireplace!
When you had helped to trim the Tree and
had scattered under it all your little personal
gifts for the other members of the family, you
reluctantly kissed every one good-night and
went off upstairs to bed-regretting you were
not grown up so you might sit up all n ight to
watch for that jolly, old saint. As you lay in
the dark, you listened intently for the music
of sleigh bells which would announce his arrival
at your chimn ey.
Christmas morning you had to restrain your
eagerness to visit the living-room until after
you had eaten breakfast. Then-magic of all
t hings-you discovered, upon bursting into
the room where the Tree stood, m any curious
bundles h eaped around and your stockinga
crammed full with strange objects.
Do you remember when some prosaic creature
broke the news to you, none too gently, that
there is no Santa Claus?
Christmas is a spirit. Santa is only part of
the spirit: he is, in children's hearts, the personification of goodness and h·a ppiness. 'Spirit s
cannot die. May we not hold fast to them· and
refuse to let t hem go? What matters ·'it, if the
mask Santa wears can be removed to reveal
the face of an ordinary mortal?
Poor, helpless infants of the years ' to come,
who must grow up in the solemn truth-:without knowing St. Nicholas! From· how much
of the joy of the mysterious shall they be separated! Santa Claus! Like that halft' Tictitious
hero whose "body lies a -mouldering _-in .
grave," his soul "goes -marching on! "~' . J :! '..·
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Facing.the Mu·s fc·
An Essay by Marguerite Iknayan,
Special Supplement Writer

A

MONG THE ADVANTAGES accruing to
the student from his years at college · one
hears culture discussed quite often. One
is expected to pick up, or should I say a bsorb,
a fam'iliarity with finer things, including a
taste for the arts. An education is offered, ii:
he w'ill but take it. Though Charleston is P0··
toriously unmusical, the school gives him·'b'.
opportunity to hear fine artists and to
.;;;•
ticipate personally in musical organi
The average student comes to the conr
listens respectfully (most of them do)
chances are that to a jazz band he
listen enthusiastically.
Here we are on familiar ground. I believe
that most young people get a thrill out ·of
good jazz orchestra. Which orch estra is a good
one is a matter of controversy; arguments can
become quite heated, and when one pers0n
h as chosen hin favorite, his admiration may
amount almost to hero worship. As writers of
modern music, compare men like Irving Berlin
and Cole Porter With John Alden Carpenter
whose jazz is performed by symphony orchestras. Also composing at the present time are
men like Sibelius, Strauss, Stravinsky, and
R avel. Obviously there can be no definite
boundary between so-called "classical" and
"popular'' music. If one's taste carried him
far enough, perhaps he could cross the bridge.
What determines how much a person cares
for serious music? I believe that depends on
h'is individual make-up, on his attitude, a nd
on his opportunities. Some people have in herited musical aptitude; some people can enjoy music without being able even to carry a
tune; some people simply haven 't it in them to
enjoy music and that's that. A great deal has
been said and written about music; some consider that 'it has been lifted to such a plane of
r espectability and intellectuality (and hypocrisy) that they shun it for fear of becoming
high-brow. Or they are a lit tle afraid of it;
they listen if it is forced upon them and enjoy
it, but they do nothing about it if left alone.
Another important factor is the influence their
friends have on them: if everyone listens to
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The Wayward Reader
An Essay by Roy Wilson

T

HERE ARE, on the average, two daily
newspapers and five monthly mag~zine:
per issue for each of the approx1mat~
21,000,000 homes in this fa'ir land of ours. Despite this fact, recent observation leads us to
believe that the ordinary college student knows
little more about current political, economic
and social problems than-say, Mickey Mouse
or even Mae West.
Most collegians are pretty well up on what
Jay Berwanger is going to do when he finishes
his University of Chicago studies, why Popeye
insists upon his spinach, and just about how
soon Joan Crawford will go Reno-vating again.
But mention the Agricultural Adjustment Ar.t,
the oil embargo or the USSR and you get the
look of a puzzled child. These are not idlG
speculations, but conclusions prompted by quizzing several college students. Four out of_ five
who were questloned did not know who e1thel'
of the United States Senators from Illinois is;
the fifth student knew one. One college junior
admitted that he read the comics in all the
newspapers in the library. "The only paper I
don·t read," he added, "is the New York Times.
It doesn't have any 'funnies'."
Just why is it important to be a'ble to read
newspapers and magazines intell'igently? As
potential teachers, the annual 1935-36 report
of curriculums in 575 Illinois high schools offers a clue. American history ranks third
and economics ranks seventh in the frequency
of appearance in these curriculums. Certainly
the progressive instructor in these two fields
must be a consistent reader of newspapers and
ma~gazines.
Aside from the teaching angle of
the problem, our form of government demands
that people be intelligent readers of newspapers
and periodicals. A democracy can be efficient
only if its members are well informed.
·To become a mature reader of newspapers
and magazines takes time. Especially is this
true of the sections devoted to business and
finance. There is little question as to whether
the student will need to be familiar with these
problems in later life. If he is to manage his
economic affairs judiciously, a knowledge o.f
trends in stocks and bonds and, especially in
this part of the country, an acquaintance with
agriculture tendencies are imperative. These
problems cannot be understood by a fortnightly
glimpse at the financial page. The reader mu~t
accumulate a certain amount of knowledge m
order to interpret and get meaning from them .
Magazines are essential companions of the
newspapers. Perhaps their chief function is
interpretive-to analyze the problems as set
forth in the daily press, and to introduce historical material.
. There are many fine newspapers and magazines. There are others which would serve
their supreme function if they were gathered
up as they came from the press, carted to
Broadway, and there used as confetti in homecoming celebrations for such figures as James
J. Walker. Likewise, there are many ways of
setting about read1ng these publications in
order to get the most from them in the shortest possible time.
Personally, we prefer the St. Louis Post-~is
patch to any of the other midwest metropolltan
dailies. Founded by the late Joseph Pulitzer.
it is hailed widely in Fourth Estate circles as
a fearless, unselfish public servant-one wh'icll
is not blinded by personal prejudice or the desire for political preferment. We like to hurry
through the bulk of it, checking up on any big
news events, pausing long enough to gather up
· ·- ,. .few facts on the more important stories, and
hen to go on to their distinguished editorial
page for interpretation and additional information, particularly of a historical nature. ~he
Chicago Tribune is the most comprehensive
organ in the m'idwest, giving greater state, na ·
tion and world coverage than any other paper
between here and the Atlantic coast, where
the New York Times and Baltimore Sun represent the best in journalism. But the Tribune's
cockeyed editorial policy at times suggests that
it is not always "a fearless, unselfish public
servant." For the best central Illinois coverage, plus a very sprightly editorial page, tht~
Decatur Herald is outstanding.
Current problems and developments in all
leading fields-such as national and foreign
news, education, law, religion, medicine, science.
business and finance, books, art, music, theatre,
cinema, sport, and aeronautics- are so vast
and far-flung that it 'is practically impossible
for one to keep well posted on everything. The
nest approach to this to date is the weekly.
newsmagazine Time. It assembles all the
most interesting news of the world in a manner that is intelligible and entertaining at the
same time. It presents facts in a .terse, graphic,
well-marshalled manner. So comprehensive
and discriminating are the details given that
they almost interpret themselves.
For generally sound examinations of contemporary problems, such monthly reviews as
Harper's and Atlantic are good, but there are
many other outstanding weeklies, monthlies
and quarterlies which the well read person will
eventually find out. Vanity Fair and the Ne\\
Yorker satirize the American scene in their
own hilarious. inimitable manner.

Treason! Not one of the poetry entries
jn the literary contest mentioned Lake
Ahmoweenah.
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The Crimson Jug

Pan 0' Dreams

(So Red the Literary Supplement)

Recommended Short Story Entry
By L. Beatrice Widger

A Philosophical Treatise in Which Ole Poker Face Ties a String to the
Tail of Aurora Borealis
1

OME SEEK in wisdom's never dying fire
The . wa~mth that will your petted soul
1nsp1re,
And let your thought go forth into the air
That it may cha.nce a broken world repair.
2
But sing you not a word of honey'd praise
To soothe the tlpsy traveler through the maze;
If he cares not the fresher way to roam,
Let him, the caution one, remain at home.
3
Come fill your soul and with the hope of sprin~;
Remind yourself you are a living thing;
What strength there is within an eagle's wing!
What clearness in the notes the thrush does
sing!
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4

And yet upon the sands the youth will play
Unmindful of the prophet's better day,
Unmindful that the pebbles on the beach
Once hurled away may l'ight beyond his reach.
5

Time could not succor nor the days forgive
The luckless one who once forgot to live;
Nor all the beauties of the world inspire
The one whose only dreams had lost their fire.
6

I met you here but for a little while;
No creed or dogma came between our smile;
And then I knew what oft I had inferred
That both of us possessed the magic word.
7

Whether upon some dusty Roman road
Or here, you pause beside your given load,
For you there is no choice but to go on
Cheered by the glory of the purpled dawn.
8

And then within some summer garden fair
When tw'ilight's incense steeps the mellow air,
The perfume of forgetfulness takes hold
And does the dreamer's paradise unfold.
9

That paradise in which the humble see
Fulfilled the fleeting dreams of things to be;
And that one hope and that one hope supreme,
To be expressed in some Diviner dream.
10

But lo, the soul within that dream waxed hot,
Because the wily mind would heed it not;
And, too, the heart in peevish wrath refused
To be dolt and keep the mind amused.
11

Yet ere the twilight soon had slipped away,
Time laid the table for another day;
And that debate which filled the evening hour
Was nothing when the moon had climbed h er
tower.
12

To him I loved, the dearest and the best,
Who with his thought one cherished moment
blest,
Who with his voice one golden hour did fill
Which holds alike in death h'is triumph still !
13
Yes, n ew friends often came with those of old,
And older loves did bow to those more bold;
Yet lingers there a deeper doubt and fear
Lest such a change by chance may cause a tea1·.
14
I felt the spirit of my better friends
And promised o'er and o'er to make amends;
Yet when these better friends of mine were
gone,
I found myself among the crowd, anon.
15
Ensnared by aims that drove m e ever on
I lingered once when all the crowd had gone;
I faced myself and what I there did see
Was but the shell that men had made of me.
16
And this I know, what else be false or true:
The ones who see the paths we wander througl·
Are few; and those who understand our dreams,
Alas, are fewer than those few, it seems.

17
For truth and falsehood measured by the rule
Of should and ought have made a sorry fool
Of many a prophet whose wisdom lay
In keeping with the tenor of the day.
18

And now pale words shall bolster up the lies
That promised peace, and as the morning flies,
The weary black-gowned crowd will pass along
Still putting pebbles in the mouths of song.
19
The moon before the day bids h er adieu
But lingers oft until the morn is blue,
As if belated dawn to her might mean
A chance to quench the sun and rule supreme.
20

There never was a spot that I did h ate,
Where Iingered I awhile by chance of fate,
That did not soon become the place supreme
And wrought its h avoc in some r estless dream.
21

Then why should you hold the world a jest,
Forget the hour with which you have been
blessed?
That childish prank for which you were despised
How often with a zest h as been revived!
22
Now clear your jailing vision for today,
While endless time in triumph goes its way;
But pause you not nor lag along behind

By Fred Foreman

'' A life of nought upon some tropic isle.''
-The Crimson Jug, Stanza 26
Lest moral men disturb your peace of mind.
23
Within the garden grows a flower more fair
Than all of those beside it blooming there ;
And this same flower which flaunts the brighter
hue
Does drink the deP.per of the morning dew.
24

The eve of reckoning 'is now at hand
To barter for the ground on which you stand;
Today's cash counted once before the night
Will set tomorrow's business in the right.
25
Take what you will and of the rest dispose,
Nor give the world a chance now to inclose
A statement for the goods that you returned
Unusued, with all the interest that it earned.
26

A life of nought upon some tropic isle,
The morn's damp kiss, the sun's most tempting
smile,
Might well be worth to you the highest price,
Or be the dreamer's empty paradise.
27

Some sigh for just another unknown thrill,
Some with a single thought their minds do fill;
Ah take the path between the barren slopes
And in a level head rest all your hopes.
28
And those who sang their saintly notes of praise
And marked the'ir calendar with pious days,
Alike to those whose voice had known no hymns
Were often subject to the wildest whims.
29
And, too, I saw the pious quaintly peep
Into the secrets that the divines keep,
And in vain ecstacy oft raise their heads
And trample w'ith their feet the posey beds.
30
Would you the moonlight of the evening spend
Al:>out some piffle of the day, dear friend,
And leave .the maiden at the garden wait
Unkissed beside the rose-entangled ga te!
31
The ,c up no question asks of him who drinks,
Nor cares the least for what the drinker thinks ;
Nor holds the more for those with thirst who
Cl'y,
Not even if th~ drinker's throat burns dry.
32
MONG the ruins where the l'izard sleep;,
The tutor nibbling on his pencil creeps
And nervously the priceless record keeps-·And still the lizard sleeps and sleeps and sleeps.
33
And of the many problems, each discussed
His own: and with new hopes taken on trust,
The words were quickly scattered and the dust
Once more became new words taken on trust.
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34

What ! of some infant creature to expect
Obeisance to the laws t hat none respect,
When in the fight the natural rule has been
That being caught becomes the only sin.
35
Yesterday this day's mem'ries dld devise,
The which tomorrow's dawn 'may yet r·evise,
Live! for the tender heart which seeks to stay
The sweetness of the past will die today.
I
36
And then he reached that place above th e rest
And cringed no more at other thoughts expressed;
And in the last verse wrote the lines he first
Had ba-nished loudly and proclaimed t he worst
37
For 'tis the health belies the thinker's tale;
The jaund'iced word spurs on t h e nostrum's
sale;
Withal, the Titan's mighty violence
Suffers beneath the grouch's insolence.
38
Should I become a pedant just to please
The ones who think so very much like these,
Or waste my precious time with those of brawn
Perhaps to learn a newer way to yawn?
39
Strange, is it not, of all the ones who thought

H

E CAME NEARER and nearer-shaggy
goat-feet dancing through every patch
of sunlight. He stood on the river-bank
near me.
"Now you ·ve come, Pan 0 ' Dreams," I said,
"blow me a tune."
The Great P an shook with foamy laughter,
then stooped and pulled three reeds from the ·
river. His deft hands fashoned pipes from
them and bound them together with long blade.,
of young grass. Cheeks puffed with wind, he
put the pipes to his hairy lips and blew.
A wild, dancing song it was, swirling dizzily
round and round, sweeping the grasses agains~
the earth, and pushing great waves on the
river. Weirdly it danced for a little space, and
flung itself on the ground. Next 'it went soaring between the clouds and soon spun out of
sight across the horizon.
Pan laid the pipes down tenderly upon the
bank and ran his fingers through his beard.
One goat's ear was lifted sensitively. A strangely
sweet and mysterious smile enfolded his eyes
and his mouth. In a voice which was low,
thick, and edged with gruffness: "Well?" lle
asked wonderingly.
"Pan, you are a master player! Now bl~w .m~
a tune soft and sweet and clear. Make 1t Immortal, Pan."

T

HE P]PES were again pressed · to his lips.
Again Pan puffed his cheeks and blew. A

tune so sweet that pain throbbed through
it a t une so soft that there was pleading in ii,
a' tune so joyous that there was weeping in itsuch was the melody Pan o' Dreams' pipes
sang. The notes danced slowly, then faster,
then slowly aga'i n; they bent to the earth . t.o
pluck tiny, blue flowers, straightened to P1 ~!;
from the sky stars that weren't there, .lay.~~
the grass to rest and dream, danced agam Wit •
winged feet.
Suddenly there was no music. Pan was nowhere in sight. Pipes were gone, shaggy goatfeet, too. On the rock where Pan had sat were
you, tearing the petals from a daisy and naming them. "She loves me, she loves me not, she
loves me, she loves me not, she loves me, " you
chanted.
From behind you came a mischievous laugh;
from beyond the hills came a sweet echo. Peace
settled down upon us. You laughed, and I
laughed, and somewhere far away Pan quivered
with laughter.
And promi&Sed happiness, not one had caught
A formula which oft had served him true
That in 'its turn again would do for you?
40

Indeed, the virtues of the age have rent
Deeper, perhaps, than was their first intent;
And on the neck unscarred is t hrown the yoke
Cast off from one st'ill wilfully unbroke.
41
That dearest dream you fix your hopes upon
Forgets the dreamer soon but travels on
Like some forgotten light upon its way
From day to night and then from night to day.
42

He stuffed his mind with things he ough t to de,
And had only regrets when h e was through;
And I r efused t o catechise the mess
And very nearly found some h appiness.
43

Ah, cast aslde that foolish printed bit
Wherein the do's and don'ts of life are writ,
F or there will ever be a book more true
For willy-nilly minds to wander through.
44

I sometimes think there is no sweeter thought
Than that dear hope for which my childho<X\
fought.
The light that blazes forth another day
Oft washes the most perfect dreams away.
45
We see the future shadowed by the past,
Our newer t houghts are mingled with the last,
Our sweeter dreams a greater wisdom towers,
There is no moment wh'ich is wholly ours.
46
As much as time had caught me unprepared
And robbed me of some praise, yet still I fared
As well as those whose glance h ad caught some
star
And with its light saw neither n ear nor far .
47
Yet ah that Youth should seek the vanished
rose
And in some palsied garden find r epose!
The morning glory on the creviced wall
Forgets the pining ivy of the fall.
48

What gift is there behind yon setting sun
Can make me feel the ~lory I have won?
It is the dawn t hat bids the flower smile;
It is the man that makes the truth worth while!
49
Is it the crown alone that makes the king,
Or just the praises that the rabble sing?
I call him great whose moments mixed with
mine
Have made my lesser thoughts appear Divine.
50

I called the Past from out the mystic grave,
Some fragment of my self-respect to save;
(Continued on1 n ext page)
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Special Contribution
By Dr. Kevin Guinagh

Recommended Short Story Entry
By Florence Duncan

Editor's Note: Sunday, December 8.
was the 2,000th anniversary of the birth
of Horace, the great Latin poet. In the
following article, Dr. K evin Guinagh,
head of Eastern's foreign language department, describes the manner in
which Horace received his education.
This account is from an article Dr.
Guinagh read at the Classics Section of
the annual High School Conference
held at the University of Illinois, November 23, 1934.

A

I

N ANTIQUITY children owed their educational opportunities to their parents. This
is clearly illustrated in the case of Horace.
His father d'id not belong to the privileg3d
class, but he determined to give his son opportunities second to none, not that he might rise
above his humble station and conceal his origin
but rather that he might fit himself for one of
the offices open to people of his social level.
Once Horace began to study, the father recoJnlzed the exceptional ability of his only so:1
and did everything within his means to give
him the training that the fates had denied
himself.
Doubtless such a father saw to it that his
young son received instruction in the alphabeu
and Lhe forming of letters at home before going
to the local school. This was then as now a
customary practice. Since the father had been
a collector of taxes or of auction debts, we do
not know which, we may be sure that he early
taught him how to calculate. Being a busy
farmer on a poor strip of soil, he did not have
the leisure to continue the instruction of his
boy and so turned him over to the teacher 0 1
the elementary school at Venusia. Here he re:mamed until his eleventh or twelfth year.
Horace's father had his own ideas on matters
educational and decided that while Flavius·
school at Venusia might be good enough for
"the big sons of big centurions," it was by no
means the place for his little boy. Perhaps the
shrewd father had sense enough to see that
those who would get on in the world did well
to live at the capital. Yet he knew the dangers besetting youth in a city like Rome and
realized that even if h is son acquired the education there available but joined with that the
profligacy of some of the youths with whom
he would be thrown, the ambitions he held fot
him would be frustrated. This business of educating his son was so important that he dec'idecJ
to go to Rome with him. He knew that at
Beneventum, sixty miles from Venusia to th~::
west along the Appian Way, there had been a
famous teacher who had gone to Rome in the
year of Cicero's consulship. So the father and
son joined the crowd of those who daily passed
along the Appian Way to the capital. Oncf
there, he gave his son slaves to attend him bnt
was always at hand h'imself to see that there
was no squandering of golden opportunitie~.
"He dared to take his son to Rome to be taught
arts that any knight or senator may have hi&
children taught; so that, if anyone had observed my clothes and the servants attending
me through the crowd, he would believe that
expenses were defrayed by the revenue from
an ancestral estate. He himself, my most incorruptible guardian, was constantly present
with my teachers." (Hor. Sat. I, vi, 76-82).
F ONLY ONE of these instructors havt:
we any information, and he is the man
from Beneventum already referred to,
Orbilius Pupillus, of whom we have a short
biography in Suetonius' De Grammaticis. From
Horace himself we learn that Orbilius was a
little old fashioned, teaching good old author~
like Livius Andronlcus instead of more popular
"modern" writers. Orbilius stood for no frivolity in his classes and believed with the old
Egyptian proverb tha t a young man's ears are
on his back and that he hears when he is
ftogged. Horace termed him pla.gosus, fond of
flogging, and remembered throughout his l'ife

0
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Castles in Illinois
A Tragic Tale Wherein Tim Anthonv Takes a Futile Fling at the Flving
Trapeze That Is College Romance

By Stanley Elam
HEN HE CAME to college from out 0f
the hinterlands of extreme southern
Illinois, Tim Anthony, among other
peculiarities, had a ha.bit of squirming and
grinning whenever pleased, surprised, confused
or embarrassed. And as he was embarrassed,
confused, surprised or pleased most of the time,
Tim squirmed and grinned almost continually.
This defect in his bearing, while it had gone
unnoticed in Hillville, received considerable
f rank attention from Tim's college roommates.
He found himself subjected to a rigorous and
somewhat sadistic, albeit effective system of
corrective discipline. If he sat and squirmed,
one of these blood-thirsty self-appointed preceptors might yell, "Hold 'it Squimsy! " followed
with a falsetto, "Mamma has to do enough
darning without naughty little Squimsy squirming holes in his pants." And if Tim stood up
to wriggle, something equally humiliating anci
lacking 'in humor happened. In either case his
ears, neck, and the roots of his hair, too, I
imagine, would go red and he would resolve
never to squirm again.
In innumerable variations of this manner
two years passed-and so did Tim Anthony.
At least the "Squimsy" of old faded beyond
recognition. Now Tim smoked cigarettes as a
substitute for nervous squirming. He sloughed
ofi the dreaded and detested nickname. He
acquired a creditable vocabulary of college slan~
and stock comebacks. He even boasted an embryonic specimen of that half-mythical social
weapon, a "line," though as yet he had never
ventured putting it in practice. In short, Tim
had set a collegiate value upon himself ar.d
was rapidly learning to make others accept it.
This quick metamorphosis left Tim slightly
uncertain of himself, but with a conscious
pride in the attainment of a preconceived goal
For 'l'im (have I m'isled you?) was a unique
type of student. He came to college with a
vision and a purpose- and thereby hangs my
breathless tale!

W

* ***
And with a hollow voice it groaned and gave
These words: "You are the master and the
slave."
51
And soon the morning and the noon have
passed
Into the jarkness and a shadow cast
Over the sun whose last reluctant rays
Unnoticed fade-seeking forgotten praise.
52
And now the sun from his ascending height
In joy forgets the phantoms of the night;
And Caesar stirred afresh w'ith new desires
Against himself with wily Time conspires.
53
Come, with some friends my ebbing life insure,
And with some fresher thoughts my mind keep
Pure;
And leave me then when soothed by Time's
relief
Unwedded still to any day's bellef.
Ole Poker Face.

Far into the night preceding the journey
home for the Christmas holidays, Tim Anthony
lay in his bed planning, conjecturing, and, most
of all, anticipating. The thought that fille\l
his m'ind was that now, at last, his hour of fulflllment was come.
Long had he loved; too long had he b een
denied. But now, now, he was about to maste1
his Fate, to pin its sinewy shoulders to the
mat, so to speak. Briefly he reviewed the comfortless past-its disillusionment, its sickening
disappointments. She had hardly spoken to
him 'in those days, he reflected. With more
amplification he indulged in a vision of the
glittering morrow. With that facility for cockeyed continuity one has in dreams, he skipped
any introduction to her, any acceptance of his
proposal that she dine with him, and all the
allied details, and envisioned himself separatcl.i
from her only by a narrow table.
He was glibly reciting his "line," suavely ton,

with all the poise he possessed (acquired in
public speaking 45): "You're not beautiful,"
he was saying, "but I could gaze into your eyes
indefinitely." She said something. (It matter5
not what-it was spoken tenderly.) Tim cm·. tinued, "I have loved you ever since I l eft high
school. Perhaps I have lived and loved at col··
lege. Fo:nglve me!" (spoken fervently, perhaps
with a slight tinge of justifiable complacency) .
"But now I realize that I require you and yott
alone to make life paradise."
Tim found himself with her in his arms (this
by another happy suspension of such realistic
details as maneuvering for position). He kissed
her. (We were expecting that). Ah, it wa ~
sweet, sweet-. Tim drifted pleasantly off upon
the broad black bosom of the Lethe.
The sun rose in the morn, as the sun often
does, and Tim started his journey home, the
details of which we will dispense with as being
irrelevant to the consummation of the plot.
Suffice it to say that he survived the tedium
of the trip and arrived in due time.
That very evening Tim resolved to play his
hand. With a trembling hand he took the r eceiver down and called her number. Presently
a fairly sweet voice said, "Hello."
"Er, why Miss Tinkhorn, how would you like
to d'ine out with me tonight -! mean, I'm Tim
Anthony. Could I call?"
"Tim? Oh, yes. You were in my American
literature class. That's very nice of you, Tim,
but I'm dining with my husband tonight. Goodbye."
Tim slowly put the r eceiver back. He gulped
and stared for a moment under the shadow o.t
the big hall clock. Then he breathed deeply,
a grit1 spread wide over his freckled face and
he squirmed, luxuriously and completely, witil.
pleasure? surprise? confusion? or embarrassment?

On Orthodoxy
Recommended Poetry Entry
BY EVELYN MAYER
Ye orthodox fiends to religious dope,
You look amazed when I declare that I
For any vital immortality
Can find wlthin my heart· no faith ut
hope.
When I among your creeds and doctrine~
grope,
I have no fear; I cannot weep and sigh.
I breed but greater infidelity.
My mind and soul with credos cannot
cope.
But, think you, if I did believe your God
Alive, and reigning from somewhere above
This human mass, mad, myriad
That I'd declare for him-give him my
love?
I should but give contemptuous hate
To this blind, silly, uncontrolling Fate.

FEELING of futile guilt pressed heavily
upon my mind from t he time I learned
that Allen was dead. Being a co-ed of
the common unthinking, blase type, I had not
known Allen very well-but neither had anyone
else, for that matter. But Allen was dead. And
the news was depressing.
Wnether it w!!s my intuitive knowledge that
the boy was lonely, or a certajn attraction in
his personality that made me pluck him from
the wall, and entice him to escort me home the
ni•g ht of the freshman dance, I am not sure.
But strange as it seemed afterward, it happened. It was a beautiful night. From the
broadwa1k of the campus I spotted Vega looking down tranquilly upon the old Norman towers that loomed dark against the lucidness of
the moon they hid. Heightened by the strangeness of ihe boy beside me, a sense of the
ecst<1tic joy of life pulsed through my body and
inebriated my mind through the inspiration or
human passions. The intoxication of the evening quivered through me. There were the
pastel lights, thE: music, the dancing, the cultured voices of the students, and after all, the
breeze and the stars and the gray towers.
I looked up at the tall, quiet figure beside
me. "You didn't dance much tonight."
''Only with you." He looked up, as though
at the sky, then at the ground. Dangling
awkwardly at his sides, his pands seemed to
confuse him t'ill he jarnbed them relievedly into
his pockets. "I don't care much for dancing."
"Oh, I love it," I said.
We walked on. The laughter and clicking
h eels of the students ahead and behind us
loomed louder because of t he silence of our
immediate vicinity. It was he who spoke again.
"It is a beautiful evening."
"It's grand."
"Would you like to walk out by the lake?"
'·I'd love to."
The lake was little out of our way, the loveliest spot on the campus, and I had often gone
boating on it at night with other friends.
"I've been wanting to talk to some one like
you for a long time," he said. I prepared myself !or the typical college line. Then I looked
into his face, about to protest, but checked myself. He was silent for several moments; whe::1
he spoke again, it was to ask a question.
•·no you like this place?" he said.
'·What, the lake? Oh, it's lovely."
''No, I ddn't mean the lake; the college."
"Oh ! Why, of course I like it. Don't you?"
"It isn't the thing I expected to find. It's
so-so- disappointing, don't you think? Dad
made me think it would be so different."
I thought the boy was joking. Our school had
not disappointed many.
"You're being funny," I said.
"Why should I be funny?"
"I'll bite. Why should you?"
"I don't understand you." He looked at me
a little suspiciously. I finally realized that the
boy was serious. Here was one of those fresh
and different situations that happen so seldom
on a college campus, but are beautifully thrilling when they do occur.
"I beg your pardon. I didn't mean to be rude.
I misunderstood you, at first."
''Think nothing of 'it " he said.
''Why don't you like it here? Don't you geii
a thrill out of things like-like tonight?" I
looked across the lake. The moon had risen
till it could be seen just to the left of the tall
steeple of the Old North Qhapel.
"I don·t know. I- I guess I just don't fit in."
"Fool'ish- Tell me about yourself."
"Father is a doctor," he said. "We've been
in Germany the last five years, where he has
been carrying on some research. I've been
helping him. We spend night and day in his
laboratory, when I'm there. He sent me back
to go to school. He said he wanted me to taste
some real American environment."
"How interesting," I said. "You must have
traveled a great deal."
"Oh, no," he answered. "Dad says traveling
doesn't get a man anywhere. He's wealthY.
but we've never traveled just for the sake of
traveling."
FROG JUMPED into the water a little
above us and began a muffled, monotonous croaking. There was an answer
from the other side of the lake and then from
a dozen points between. It was like a subdued
chorus adding something to the mystery abc-ut
us.
'·Everything here seems so artificial," the boy
contmued. "Nothing's real. I just can't get
u::.ed to it."
I knew what he meant for I had experienced
the same feeling. It was a kind of uneasiness
that all college students were superficial and
common and unfriendly toward anyone who
took the world any way but lightly. But I had
learned that somehow, behind their pretended
nonchalance, there was really something more,
though perhaps vague and undefinable-something worthwhile.
I had to answer. "It's merely that people
cover up their real feelings with manners and
conventions," I said.
"College students are shallow," he answered
rather bitterly. I had the feeling that he was
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Ode to Amateur Writers
The judges of the literary contest, the Messrs.
Burris, Andrews and Seymour, have handed
down a decision which, for grace in utterance,
sets well alongside some of the Supreme Court
pronunciamentoes. It has the dual effect of
a swat on the head with a silk pillow containing a brickbat. Said the judges: "Though w~~
find none of the entries worthy of prize or
recognition, we deem a few of them not unworthy of printing." There were only 19 manuscripts submitted for all the divisions of com petition.
•
It remains for us to search out the causes of
this tobogganish bender which the literary con··
test has taken this year. During the three previous years in which the contests have been
held the entry deadline has been after the
Christmas holidays, thus affording more time
for students to prepare manuscripts. The dat•!
was advanced this year as an experimeni;
(hardly of "noble" vintage) in order that the
Christmas theme could be employed in the supplement. A curtailed News budget this y~ar
prevented the awarding of cash prizes such as
undoubtedly lured contributors in previou::;
years. Finally, some half dozen writers of
proven ability who helped swell the entries 1n
last year's contest to over 80 are not in college
this year. This last commentary is, obviously.
no tribute to the literary torch-:-bearers of the
student body today.
In bidding adieu to the 1935 literary contest
fiasco, we should like to point out a few significant factors which any amateur writer will
do well to consider. Undeniably, those submitting entries this year will not suffer from any
consideration they may give to the suggestions
which follow.
Young writers should have confidence in the
irrtegrity of their own emotions; the feelings oi
older writers need not be echoed. The better
amateurs will draw their imagery and their
ideas from their own experience and associations. They will have at least the germ of Hn
idea to develop before putting pen to paper.
They will write in a natural, individual- manner and not make their composition stilted and
art'ificial by too much aping of other authors.
They will avoid trite words, phrases and idea:;
as the plague. Lastly, they will spend enough
time on any piece of writing to make it say
what they want it to say, simply, clearly and
completely.

With the Contributors
Contributors of the literary supplement fall
into two general divisions-those who submitted manuscripts in the contest and those who
have prepared special assignments. For a few
moments, those in the former division have the
stage. Florence Duncan is a member of the
Speakers', Debate and Writer's clubs; is more
interested in becoming an English teacher than
a short story writer. 'L. Beatrice Widger has
won laurels in previous literary contests; wants
to be an art-photographer, which she deems
more practical than being a writer. Gertrude
Foltz is a TC graduate; writes as a hobby.
Evelyn Mayer is a sophomore, high honor student, debator and occasional contributor to the
News. Robert Hallowell is a TC senior, high
honor student, and Latin and French major;
wants to become a translator.
Those people who prepared special assignments are the real saviors of the literary sup·
plement. Orchids to: Stanley Mcintosh, pastpresident of Eastern's chapter of Sigma Tau
Delta; present junior high instructor in Evanston. Marguerite Iknayan, who wrote "Facing the Music" at our special request, is a college sophomore and accomplished pianist; she
plans to transfer to University of Chicago n ext
year to specialize in French. Mrs. Mildred
Kedley is a former book critic for News, or
Time and the River being review No. 99 of h er.;
which has appeared in the college paper; a
June graduate, she is studying Oriental history,
"under Mrs. Kedley." Stanley Elam, who wrote
the self-conscious love story, "Castles in Ill!nois," in three hours-at our request-is the
Warbler editor and wants to become a gentleman of leisure. Ole Poker Face is an agrarian
philosopher; wants to be a gentleman of leisure,
too, if Mr. Elam is going to be one. Fred Foreman, art editor for the supplement, is taking
special courses here this year to complete requirements for a bachelor of fine arts degree
from Art Institute in Chicago, which he 1s
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how old Orbilius thwacked him at his lessons.
Horace's testimony is seconded by Domitius
Marsus, a writer of epigrams, who refers to
those whom Orbilius thrashed with rod· or
ferule. To the free use of the ferule he added
a cutting tongue. Suetonius tells us of instances 'i n which he gave vent to his sarcasm
in non-scholastic matters, but we may be sure
that his students enjoyed no special immunity
in this matter. When they offended againsr
some rule of grammar or gave a syllable the
wrong quantity when reciting long passages
from memory, a practice dear to the heart of
the Roman instructor, :~re m~y be sure that the
least he might expect was a tongue lashing.
Horace speaks of his preceptors at Rome. He
had other teachers, then, but we do not know
their names or the subjects 'in which they enlightened him. We can be sure, however, that
there was a strong emphasis placed on both
Greek and Latin grammar, on classics in both
languages, and on composition and declama-tion. Roman education was eminently practical in that it prepared the student to speak
in public, an art he would certainly need in
directing others or in defending himself skilfully in the courts. His entire training dming
the five years he was in Rome was directed
toward the mastery of language.
Horace's education 'involved moral as well as
intel~ectual discipline.
His father had seen tn
tha.t, never failing to point out to the youth,
as they together obs~rved life in the capital,
the lack of" sense displayed by those young men
who spent their youth in dissipation. He must
have pointed the issues very sharply and, if
perhaps at the time Horace did not appreciat~
the supervision \l.oith which he was favored, we
know that later he valued his father's personal
guidance. He wrote: "If nobody can honest.~~
accuse me of avarice, meanness, or low de ·
bauchery; if-to praise myself- ! am pure and
innocent, my father was the cause." (Sat. I,
vi, 68-71).

ODE TO HORACE
In Honor of the Bimillenium Horatium
Recommended Poetry Entry
By Robert Hallowell

.

too brilliant to care about mingling with the
other students even if he had understood them.
He was living not in our world, but in some
detached realm. Those who were on his intellectual level not only had erected an 'impermeable shell of conventions about themselves, but had assumed a contemplated air of
stoical indifference. toward things in general.
I shall always remember that evening, though
I was far from understanding my new acquaintance. Realizing his other-worldliness, I
was fascinated by the boy. I felt that I was
exper'iencing something far too good for meone of those things that are felt but cannot be
expressed even to oneself. He was so brilliant,
yet lonely to the point of arousing pity-! was
so blase and happy.

KEVIN GUINAGH
Caricature by Fred Foreman
even tried verse writing in Greek but fortwately gave it up after a time. So thoroughly
did he become imbued with the measures of
Greek poetry that he later boasted himself the
first to bring the Latin literature newer meters
taken directly from the Greek. <Car. III, xxx,
13f.)

The liberal life at Athens served to ripen
the genius of Horace. In that atmosphere of
leisure, so necessary for study, he attended
lectures, read widely, and discussed hlgh themes
with inspiring companions. He must have had
many friends like Messala, who were makinb"
far better use of their time than Bibulus aad
Cicero, both pampered sons of ex-consuls.
When Horace was about twenty-two years of
age, he found himself a military tribune on
the side of Brutus in the struggle for power
that took place after the assassination of
Julius Caesar. Since he had identified himself with the cause of the Republicans, the
farm at Venusia was seized. Since he was pennliess, his formal education came to an end.

I

0 , once again the peaceful Sabine hills
Are lapped with wood-notes of a Lydian
a'i.r,

And shepherds marvel at each blithesome
strain.
For Horace, lover of the simple things,
Jovial scorner of urbanity,
Awakens still in th'universal soul
The eternal love of Nature's grandeur.
HEN HORACE was about seventeen
years of age, he set out for Athens,
probably at the behest of his fath~'r,
to finish his formal education. Once there, he
applled himself to philosophy, lacking which
no Roman deemed himself educated. He must
have attended the lectures given at the Acad~my by the dialectician, Theomnestus, he must
have heard the Aristotelian, Cratippus, but he
was converted to the doctrines neither of Plato
nor of Aristotle. He inclined to the popular
teachings of Epicurus, though he always remained something of an eclectic 'in his views.
He himself tells us that he is not sworn in allegiance to any m aster's dictum. (Ep. I , i, 14).
Already thoroughly proficient in his knowledge of the Greek language, he spent considerable time in the study of Greek lyrists likP
Anacreon, Alcaeus, Sappho, and Pindar. He

W

slated to receive next June; he attended Eastern in 1930 and 1931, winning a letter as high
jumper on the varsity track team.

Thoreau said: "Poetry is nothing but
healthy speech. 11 The editors recommend
a physician for Eastern verse.

W

FINALLY walked home. What we
sa.id in words I can't remember. But
the atmosphere that surrounded us im-·
pressed me deeply. He seemed merely a part
of the abstract qualities of the things about me
--the old stones in the towers, the old elms or:
the campus, the light and shade of the moon's
meanderings I thought in the morning, taken
f1·om the setting the n'i ght provided, he w<.:mld
be again only one of the common herd, pushing his way to a history class.
Allen left me. The few hours of the nigl:t
that remained, I spent planning for the future.
I would see that my friends were friendly to
Allen. I would pull him up socially, invite him
to my parties, and stand by him when he made
soc'ial blunders. I would get Bob to see that
he was introduced to the best fellows.
But th e next day was a busy one, as was the
day following and the day following that. I saw
nothing of him, and thought nothing of him.
Weeks passed, and months. My enthusiasm
for playing altruist was lost. I even actuallY
forgot that such a person as Allen existed.
I t was one day late in the spring that I heard
news of Allen. Two prominent men were talk·
ing in the hall:
"One of the college men died last night. The
dean want.s us to go out to the house."
"I hadn't heard. Anyone we know?"
"A boy by the name of Allen Walker. Nobody seems to know h'i.m. Don't know what
was the matter. I'll get the car at noon and
we"ll drive out. He was living on Edison avenue."
I was depressed but not surprised. I tried
to recall having dreamed the whole thing before-for I seemed to have known all about
it all of the tim~. It couldn't have h appened
any other way. It was natural for Allen to
have gone-he couldn't have lived here-for
people lik& him just don't.
E

AM WELL AWARE that educating· a student cannot be so methodically carried out
as, let us say, the making of Italian
spaghetti by the patient following of a recipe.
There are too many variables, too many unknown quantities in the matter of instructing
a youth. You cannot value mathematically his
attent'ion, innate ability, health, surrounding.:;
conducive to study, parental co-operation and
so forth. The educating of a student may be
better compared to the private manufacture
of wine, the mention of which should not shock
readers of Horace. My friends tell me that the
quality of the finished product is often unpredictable. One may take grapes, crush them so,
add a definite quantity of sugar, await the ensuing ferment, yet the product may not even
approach last year's vintage. The taste, colo-r,
alcohoiic content, and so on may be quite dtfferent, or, worst of all, vinegar may result.
<Continued from Page One)
The value of the type of education to which
Horace was subjected. is easily discernible. After symphony concerts, so will they.
long exercise he mastered his native tongue;
As I have said before, the opportunities here
he attained such confidence in a foreign lanare meager enough, but if a radio 'is available,
guage, Greek, that he essayed to write poetry
the world's best can be had for the cost of th.::
in it. He was trained to think logically," to orcurrent. Yes, classical music goes farther than
ganize what he had to say, and t o present it the Blue Danube and the Toreador's Song. We
orally. He also learned to think his way
don't throw it at your head; it is yours for the
through the profound issues of philosophy.
a..c:;king. You owe it a fair trial, and by that I
A generation holding itself above these san18 don't m-ean a few times. I mean r epeated lisstudies that ripened the mind of Horace num- tening with an open mind. True enough, one
bers not a few college students who, far from
can enjoy Debussy without ·k nowing h'im ver}'
being masterful in the use of their native
well, but Bach must be listened to with the
tongue, are often close to being illiter ate. Too brain as well as the heart. It is like learning
many students are deficient in organizing the
to like olives. Enjoyment of the classics folthoughts they wish to present, and they therelows from understanding, but we don't have to
fore strongly approve the objective type of test worry about what the music means; it may
with its ca.tegorical answers. Many who scoff mean something different to each of us. After
at philosophy as 'if it were a mental illness have all, we must all live with ourselves, and muslc
never even reflected sufficiently to realize that
will help us to do it.
there is any riddle to this painful world. I
should resent being termed a dyed-in-the-wool
After the way the response to the litpraiser of the good old days, but I believe we
erary
contest turned out, Dasher and
would not witness so much of this hollow inDancer and Prancer and Vixen could
articulateness too frequently encountered tn
students today, if more consideration were
g·aJlop a.r ound on our housetop all night
shown to some of those studies that enriched
a.nd we would still remain convinced that
the mind of H"race.
there isn 1t any Santa Claus.

Facing the Music

Current Best Sellers

Drawing by Fred Foreman

Cooper and Spence, Artistes of the Dance

An accurate, up-to-the- minute chart of what
America is reading, as gleaned from sales reports from 61 leading publishing houses, is to
be found weekly in Books, the New York Herald-Tribune review magazine.
Fiction Leaders for the week ending November 29 are: "Edna His Wife"- Margaret Ayer
Barnes, "It Can't Happen Here"--Sinclair
Lewis, "Europa"-Robert Briffault, "Vein of
Iron"--Ellen Glasgow, "Spring Came on Forever··~Bess Streeter Aldrich, "Silas Crockett'Mary Ellen Chase, "Valiant Is the Word for
carrie"- Barry Benefield, "Green Light"- Lloyd
C. Douglas.
Non-fiction leaders are : "North to the Orient"-Anne Morrow Lindbergh, ''Life With
Father"-Clarence Day, "Seven Pillars of Wisdom"- T. E. Lawrence, "Mrs. Astor's Horse"-·
stanley Walker, "Man the Unknown"- Alexis
Carrel, "Old Jules"-Mari Sandoz, "Mary, Queen
of Scotland"-Stefan Zweig.

Life
Recommended Poetry Entry
By Gertrude Foltz
Sometimes you say, "There's no use going
on this way.
Knowing so much of man's inventions
And yet so little of what really is."
Then it se.ems the things you're surest cf,
you doubt.
Love, and life, and beauty, and what's
worth while.
And after you have worried thus aimlessly for hours,
You sm'ile, and give up, and say,
"It may be but a game of course; but if
it is, I'll play."
So you pick up all the cards you can
And lay them down carefully one by one
To form a pattern-that is your life.

Issue n

~'THE LYNC!UN.G'', a tinand wire creation by R.A.
Jegart, Umvers1ty of Wisconsin artist, has caused a
new furore in art circles. The lo rer circle and pieces of
tin represent the crowd, the middle circles of life and
death surro~nd the man being hung, and tl e upper
circles represent the beyond to which he will go, the
artist explains.
··
CoLLEOlAU DtGUT

Photo

by Frederick Kaeser 11

AHEADGEAR
failed to stop

CHOKE
Fullback
Heim, DePaul ·University
(Chicago), from making a
touchdown in the recent battle
with Catholic Universitv
(Washington, D. C.). DePatil ·~~+;;,~?'"-C:~

STRIKING FOR NEW EQUIPMENT, the Washington University (St. Louis)

band refused to play for football games and R. ~- T. <?· marches. u?til college auth?C·
ities amicably settled the whole dispute. Al Fle1scher 1s shown takmg the vote whtch
put the strike into effect.

rew
f::;'IRST of the United States Steel "new blood",
.... Benjamin F.. Fairless, 45, has been elected to _the
presidency of the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Co~poratton.
"New blood," but even more significant, Farrless was
born the son of an Ohio coal
mmer, and lived early in the
shadows of sooty shafts and
human despair.

W ILLIAM Ryan and Virginia Pew are the social
rulers of R ider College, for they've just been chosen
king and queen of the Trenton, N. ]., institution.

Instead of going down th~
shafts with his father, tradt'
tional among coal miners, sons,
Fairless worked his way through
Northern Ohio University, and
entered the steel business on
graduation. Familiar with the
problems of workers by heredity,
Benjamin F. Fairless' rise has
belied his name.

A "Jester .'' Product

MAYOR F. R . T HOMPSON helped the
members of Cortland (N. Y.) Normal's
Arethusa sorority w ith their rushing by passing
out miniature keys to the city to rushees.

A NNE HUGHSTON is

the new head of the largest freshman class in the history of the Texas State College for
Women.

THE FIRST THEATER building in America to be dedicated to a
native drama of its own is the Playmakers Theater on the campus
of the University of North Carolina.
.

FIRST MAY QUEEN of the present
school year is Phyllis Clapp, who
has just been elected at Salem (W. Va.)
College.

LIELD as firmly as Mary Pickford in the affections
11-of those who remember the silent movies is
R1chard Barthelmess, Trinity '17. Like Pickford,
Barthelmess was one of the first artists to come
directly out of a peculiar art
sponsored by former furriers
and glove salesmen Like her
he has remained in the :Unagma~
tions of those who applaude-d
the screen's first crudities and
naive. simplicity that often
had a power of its own.
Manly, but not robust hero,
ism and splendid, sad-faced
patience through adversity won Richard Barthelmess
his place.
,
Member of a family in theatrical circles, Barthelmess
came to the movies a college man, graduate of the
Trinity Jesters, when motion picture performers
were a rough, unschooled lot. His first picture was
"W ar Brides." Under the aegis of. David Wark
Griffith, outmoded now, Barthelmess made long lines
stand outside of the theaters to see his Chinaman in
Bro~en B1ossoms, with Lillian Gish, and his mountain
lad in 'Tol'ble David. In 1927 his Patent Leather Kid
had a pathos no story of a boxer has since had.
When the talkies came, Dick made Weary River in
the old technique of manly fortitude- this ti.t.ne with
a voice. Partly successful of late as a gangster and
aviator and in roles of sociological significance-an
Indian and Southern cotton field worker-Dick's
pathos does not capture as before. Like Pickford,
wealthy, he does not need to make many pictures and
has leisure to visit the Trinity campus occasionally.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT : COLLEGIATE DIGEST wishes
to thank the editors of Radio-Craft for the photographs of Prof
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1986, R. J . Reynolda Tob. Co.

CAME(S MILDNESS
LS TO OUT·OF·DOORS PEOPLE

I

Henry Clay Foster, explorer, t iger hunter, and steady Camel
smoker. He has struggled for ~any a weary mile through
bush and jungle ..• faced many a tense moment when
nerves were tested to the limit. Speaking of nerves and smoking, Foster says: .. My idea of a mild cigarette is Camel. I've
been in some tough spots, but Camels have never thrown my·
nerves off key, although I'm a steady Camel smoker and
have been for years. Camels give me the mildness I w ant
- be tter taste-the fragrance and aroma of choice tobaccos."

c
TOBACCOS !
e

Camels are made from finer, M 0 RE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turkish and

Domestic-than any other popular brand.
(Signed} R . }. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem. North Carolina

T uN E I N!

CAMEL CAllAvAN with wALTER. O'KEEFE
DEANE JANIS • TED HUSING • GLEN GilA Y and the CASA LOMA
ORCHESTRA • Tuesday and Thunday-9 p.m.E.S.T .• Sp.m.C.S.T.•
9.30 p.m. M.S.T•• 8.30 p.m. P.S.T.- over W ABC-Columbia Network.

~UQ111···-
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\\SIFTERS," a national org<miza ·
tion formed to gather tax information for government officials,
has appointed W . 0 . Hall and AnnReed Burns as its University of
Oregon representatives.

SCHOOL of · Mines and
Metallurgy at Rolla, Mo.,
students examine four gold
specimens received by Dr.
G. A. Muilenburg from an
alumnus in South America
and which are estimated to
contain $700 worth of gold.

AN UNUSUAL PHOTO
of the illuminated globe in
the lobby of the Hurley
School of Commerce at the
University of Notre Dame.
This globe is more than six
feet high.

QNE OF THE DRUMMERS in Cornell's 1oo-piece R. 0. T. C.
band, whose playing is one of the features of football games on
the Big Red's Schoellkopff Field, posed for this artistic photograph.

TEAMMATES OF VONALBADE GAMMON, who died playing, football for the University .I
recently to pay homage to the famed football martyr and present the plaqu~s that-Tecord his famec

-

T HlS NEW radio
meteorgraph
every day automatically radios weather
data to the ffarvard
University observatory from the 17 ,ooofeet height to which
it is carried by U. S.
Army aviators.

H OWARD
MANUS

-

Mcdefeats his Army -teammate, John Tillson,
in the annual ArmyColumbia cross country race.

N A1v1ES OF ALL GRADUATES

of the University of Arkansas
from 1876 to the present are inscribed
on the Senior Walk shown above.

QR. CHARLES CESTRE, professor

of American literature at the·
University of Paris, spoke briefly on
the friendship between France and
America at the founders' day banquet
at Lafayette College. He is shown
here with President W. M. Lewis.

S.
P.
D R.DUGGAN
(left), director of
the Institute of
International Education, meets
with Union College's President·
Fox before he addresses the student body of
the &henectady,
N. Y., institution.
korgia in I8Q6, gathered
)tball deeds.

pRESIDENT R. H. Whitten of Woodbury College, Los Angeles,
wears full western regalia when he straddles a western horse.
Several Kentucky thoroughbreds also are included in his stables.

The Mess We're In-

:Northwestern's

McKin1oc~

"Campus"

"Convenient to downtown affairs."

UST HOW MUCH energy the college woman uses
in pursuit of knowledge is being measured by
Guynette Pease, Wellesley College zoology department
assistant. Tests are also being made there to determine
the energy quotients of students from different parts of

J

~----- the country.

WINTER PARK, Florida, policemen have
their hands full, for Rollins College
has more cars per capita than any other place
in the world. Jim Haid is collecting the
ticket this time.

OJCK DURRANCE, famed Dartmouth College skier and
member _of the U. S. Olympic team, sails for Germany to
practice for the 1936 games.
HENRY S. HUGHES, grandson of the
Supreme Court's Chief Justice, is the new
president of th.e Amherst College junior class.
He has also won high scholastic and extracurricular honors.

TO-DAY the Gothic is still the favorite form of
architectural decoration, as a glance at Chicago,
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, or Duke will show. Columbia 's and Rochester's Renaissance is definitely
second. Archeological faithfulness to scores of subdivisions of Gothic is possible with the aid of modern
photography and art-history.
Perhaps due to the arid
specialization of their histo·
rians, most contemporary architects-and the users of their
buildings-have lost all feeling
for the propriety and meaning
of the Gothic forms in which
they are so fluent.
Hence the Cathedral in·
terior for the modern Gothic
Yale library, with its High
Altar serving as the delivery
desk and its Confessionals as
Pitt.sbu.rgh's
telephon_e b?Oths. He~ce also
J
l 0f Le
.
the apphcatton of Gothic deco·
C at heura.
a.rnmg rative schemes to schools of
COffil11erce, or science,·or strangest of all, to skyscrapers.
Without the "cathedral" touch, the skyscraper may
well answer the demand for professional schools co~
venient to downtown affairs.
Northwestern s
McKinlock Campus in Chicago
meets such needs. But what a
life tor students!
The bracing bree~s of twentieth-century thought and mod·
ern forms have scarcely touched
our colleges, and in this the
New World has fallen behind
the Old. At Butler University
Thomas Hibben has built Jordan Memorial Hall in forms remotely related to Romanesque,
Chicago's
but with at least an attempt at
Harper Library
originality. Hailed as "modern", it is no freer than the
free Gothic built in native stone at Sewanee much
earlier.·
.
Eliel Saarinen's Cranbrook Academy near Detroit
suggests possibilities for the small or medium-sized
college when the styles ·of the past are finally abandoned. Americans may console their national pride by
reflecting that although built by an arc8-itect educated
in Finland, Cranbrook shows unmistakable relation to
-perhaps inspiration from-their qwn modern
architect, Frank Lloyd Wright.
The oth~r possibility for future college architecture
lies along the lines of the so-called "International
Style" represented m New York's New &hool for
Social Research.
·.
This is the concluding article in the special series on American
College Architecture written exclusively for CoLLI!GIATI! Droi!ST.
-

FAMED SCULPTOR Boris Blair conducts a class in sculpturing at the new Temple University sch~l of
fine arts installed in the mansion · and estate Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Tyler recently donated to the
Philadelphia university.

"

'The

Cranbroo~

Academy ]\{ear Detroit

"The past is finally abandoned.''

ENSAT10NAL Y·OU-MUST -BE- PLE-ASED
OFFER -WINS CAMPUS -PIPE SMOKERS

READ THESE DETAILS-ACT NOW!
OUR OFFER TO PIPE SMOKERS: Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls. of Prince
Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever
smoked, return the tin with the rest of the tobacco in it, and we will refund
full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C~

Here's the way we look at the
· n~·~·,·· ~
question : Anycan say, "My brand is best
please try my kind. ''
Our way is different. We say:
t Try Prince Albert. We believe
'II like it. But, if you're not
we make good on your
"u"""""·'' And so, on the fair
and square basis that you
mu ·t be pleased, we ask

you to try Prince Albert in your
pipe. You'll like it!

in tin. Your tobacco keeps in prime
condition. And there are 2 ounces
in the big red Prince Albert tin.
pi~fuls of swell tobacco an every two-ounce
tin of Prince Albert

50

Hits the Taste of College Men!
This unusual offer can be made because we know that Prince Albert
is what college men are looking for
in a mild pipe tobacco. They try
it. They like it. That's the story
of Prince Albert in a nutshell.
Prince Albert is packed right-

MARY NASH made all of the arrangements for the Saint
Mary-of-the-Woods College junior prom which was held
at the Indiana institution two weeks ago. Famed Bandmaster
Earl Burtnett and his orchestra entertained at this highspot
of the college's social season.

E

TH E NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

AMERICA·s FIRST WOJ:viAN FOOTBALL COACH--

Mary Thompson, Memphis State Teachers College grad-

uate, is the gridiron mentor of a boys· elementary school football
team at Greenville, Miss.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY (Chicago) freshmen literally tore their way through 1;he sophomores to win the
annual class pushball c.ontest.

T A WYERS A ND MEDICS at Indiana University fought out thei~ old rivalry on the football field
L recent1y, and t he med1cs
· ..cut" through the barristers to prove therr supremacy for at least one year.
The lawyers' band, pictured above, is tuning up before the start of the game.

~ERLIN

COLLEGE
recently was host to
high school seniors from
aU sections of Ohio. Here's
a chemistry student dem.onstrating for the visitors
what is done in . science
classes.

~~THE

EAGLE" is the latest creation of carbuilding Ralph Hoover, Gettysburg College (Pa.) undergraduate. It cost $300, can reach
a speed of 65 miles per hour, and averages 28
miles per gallon of gasoline.
RUSSELL LONG, elder son of the late
Senator Long, was elected president of the
Louisiana State University freshman class in a
landslide election.

FROM JUNK TO PRIZE AWARD , , W. R . Ahern constructed
this combination transit and stadia for surveying from junked
radios, washing machines and vacuum cleaners to. win Worcester
(Mass.) Polytechnic Institute's $500 Yankee Ingenuity Prize.

QR. HERMAN G. JAMES, son of a former University of Illinois
president and holder of degrees from Illinois, Columbia and
Chicago, was two weeks ago inaugurated twelfth president of Ohio
Univers1ty.

THE EARTHQUAKE which shook 17
states damaged the University of Michigan
seismograph, being examined above by Seismologist Mary Lindsay; and (below) caused
students of Intermountain Union College to
evacuate their halls and move from Helena to
Great Falls, Mont.

Eyes Over the Campus!
the ace campus chemist test-tubes
W HEN
the wrong acids, hand him a camera
with which to catch a new at>rial view of the
campus. Or better yet, send CoLLEGIATE
DIGEST photos of the accident scene and
principles. The ""Eyes Over the Campus"
editor will pay you the professional news
photographers' rates ($3) for all photos he
accepts for publication.

Conee,iate Di6est
P. 0. Box 472

Madison, Wisconsin

Watch for it' Tht:: Pu:tnre of the Wee~ contest for those amateurs
interested only in artistic photography will st..1.rt soon. Send in
your entries now-and receive $5 for each of your Picture of the
Wee~ winners

